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Issue 5, 2014

Welcome to the NEW Pretty Witty Cakes’ Online Magazine
Welcome to the 5th issue of the Pretty Witty Cakes Magazine and
what a jam-packed bundle of cake treats we have this time.
As a huge novelty cake fan myself, I have loved putting together
this issue. I have had in depth chats with many of my favourite cake
makers including Dawn Butler, Grace Stevens, Pamela McCaffrey,
Sam Douglas, Tracey Rothwell and Emma Ball.
We are also delighted to announce several new tutors have joined
us at Pretty Witty Cakes including:
As you will see on page 198, we are also delighted to announce
that several new tutors have joined Pretty Witty Cakes online
school including TV star Jo Wheatley (of that oh so famous TV
baking show!), Stephanie Janice (of Scrumptious Buns) , Mia
Tambini (of Fat Cakes), Tammy Barrett (of Baker and Maker) and
several others to surprise you with! Many of our regular online
tutors will also be shooting more tutorials this year with us. It is
going to be an exciting 2014 for us at the online tutorial school!
We have a fabulous feature in this magazine courtesy of another of
our tutors, the amazing May Clee Cadman of Maisie Fantasie who
reveals full sizing up charts for the most common of her recipes.
We also have interviews with Pamela McCaffrey, Grace Stevens,
Christina and Valeri from the Queen of Hearts (Buttercream!) and
Sam Douglass to name a few…ohhh exciting!
So, grab a cuppa, and get stuck in to 200 pages of cake goodies!

Suzi Witt,
Founder of Pretty Witty Cakes
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THE PRETTY WITTY novelty CAKES HAVE
escaped!
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NOT A MEMBER YET? GET 1 MONTH FOR £1/$1

IF YOU HAVE NOT TRIED OUR SITE, WIN 1 MONTH’S MEMBERSHIP TO THE ONLINE TUTORIALS
FOR JUST £1/$1

To win a month for just £1/$1, count up how many instances our novelty cake characters appear AFTER this page.
Send your final figure, with (i) your name (ii) the country you live in, to magazine@prettywittycakes.co.uk
and put ‘Novelty Cake Giveaway’ in the Subject Field.
ALL correct entries will be given a coupon for one month’s access for £1/$1.
Closing date for entries: 1 July 2014. Winners will be notified within 7 days of their entry whether they have counted correctly and won a month for £1/$1

Offer applies to first time new members only!
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Spotlight on the
cake Bomb team
Interview by Suzi Witt
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One of the things I most love about my job at Pretty Witty Cakes
is that I get to meet so many amazing cake artists – whether as
tutors for our online classes, physical classes, contributors to
our magazine or simply because I just stumble across them.
Well…Cake Bomb is one group of artists who will make you stop
in your tracks. Some I have met as they are tutors from Pretty
Witty Cakes and some I have found out about through their
amazing work. And, trust me…these ladies are SERIOUSLY cool,
seriously chic and a huge amount of fun. Think – girl power and
the Spice Girls but in cake world. You get what I mean!
During April, I got to chat with a few of them about the new
2014 group known as Cake Bomb. I wanted to know more
about who they were, what they did and why they were doing
it! But more than that, I wanted to discover the personalities
behind these amazing works of cake art.
Before I continue, for those of you who did not see it live, let’s
go on a tour….Welcome one and all to the Cake Jungle!…
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Welcome to the Jungle was Cake Bomb’s first
project which brought together the team of 16
now known collectively as Cake Bomb. Their aim
was to join up together to work on an exhibit with
a single theme on a grand scale. And that theme
was the Jungle.
The standard of the cake art produced by these
ladies is amazing. Despite coming from all over
the UK and from the USA they collaborated online
– and they collaborated well – the organisation
behind an undertaking such as this must have
been colossal but they executed it perfectly. The
finished project was a real triumph.
The whole installation involved individual artists
working on their own pieces individually, and
then collating all these artistic elements together
for the grand reveal at The Cake and Bake Show,
Manchester, April 2014. The Jungle was set deep in
the Indian rainforest of a forgotten fantasy civilisation.
It was just magical!
Tell our readers more about the background to
Cake Bomb and how it came about?
The idea for Cake Bomb was the brainchild of Francesca
Pitcher of North Star Cakes. There have been a few online
collaborations in the past couple of years, but nothing ‘live’.
Inspired by fine-art installations, Francesca thought it would
be exciting to create a real-life collaboration, a walk-through
exhibition that could be explored by the public.
Initially Francesca enrolled a few colleagues to join her and
by putting some creative heads together, the team decided
on a theme and a general proposal for the idea. The Indian
Jungle became a firm favourite because of the endless
potential of sights, sounds and colours and the wealth of
material that could be tapped into to provide a visual feast.
Once the Cake & Bake Show came forward as a full sponsor,
Francesca’s little idea became a reality and the team began
to plan and prepare in earnest.

How did you select the team of 16 to be involved
and do you think you will add to the team or keep
it to your core 16?
Once Cake Bomb was tasked with controlling such a large
project it became apparent that a formal company structure
was needed, so Francesca enlisted three members to form
a management team and between them they approached

cake artists who they deemed well placed
to work on the project. Cake Bomb
needs to respond to the demands of the
sponsor, so future projects might involve
a smaller team or a larger team than the
16 creators of the Jungle. However the
Jungle will appear again at the Cake &
Bake Show London so the Jungle 16 are
still a team.

How did you divide up the work
and plan when you are all based
so far away? Did you have face-toface meetings or was it all online?
Most of the planning for the Jungle was
done entirely online with many of the
team members not even meeting until
the show itself. There were a few face-toface meetings required at management
level with the show organisers and builders. Within the team
itself, little groups of ‘leaf makers’ met up to work together but
in general the internet was the 17th member of the team!
With the team spread across the UK from Kent to Glasgow, as
well as in the United States, the plan was devised to work around
internet communication from the start. Clearly, on such a big
project, there was a need for detailed planning and allocation of
tasks and budgets. As a creative team, Francesca
Pitcher and Amanda Macleod worked together to
draw out the jungle template and liaise with the
builders about the layout and structure. A centrally
devised and co-ordinated plan is the only way to
ensure success.
The ‘to-do’ list revolved around most members of
the team being responsible for the creation of at
least one feature item as well as hundreds of leaves
and flowers indigenous to India.

I can tell from chatting to you for a few
hours that you are a hugely supportive
group and something both you and I both
strongly believe in is that cake artists
should support each other and work
together rather than competing against
each other. How do those dynamics work
within Cake Bomb?
From the outset, the team realised that we could
achieve so much more together than we could apart.
We already know that cake-art is very popular and
we knew that each artist was capable of making
show-stopping pieces, but the thought of putting
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all that together to form one impactful exhibit was
just very exciting.
Jealousy doesn’t come into it. If you want to be part
of a successful project, then you want every team
member to be contributing something special. There
was a lot of sharing of tips and knowledge, tutorials
were shared between the team and there was a
general excitement surrounding progress shots and
updates.

Individual artists all took on a certain main
feature and then you all collaborated on
things like floral work, fauna, decoration and
the things like the elephant’s decoration.
Did you ever have any panic moments about
how the work would all come together on
the day?
Regardless of how much attention is paid to the detail
of such a large project, there is always a concern that
something has been overlooked. In actual fact there
was very little that had not been accounted for in the
planning stage. We worked to deadlines and communicated well
together. However there were unforeseen problems that simply
had to be managed on the day. The major ‘curve-ball’ that had to
be dealt with was the closure of the M6 motorway on the day
of arrival, hampering the arrival of the Jungle centrepiece, The
Goddess. After a failed 14-hour journey from Essex, there was
acceptance of defeat and a stop-over at a Premier Inn before the
Goddess arrived a full day late.

What are the ultimate aims of Cake Bomb?
Cake Bomb aims to continue to work with talented artists to
offer a service to clients that is enhanced by a cohesive team
effort. It is not only the talent of these artists that is of value to
clients, but also their individual and collective profiles on social
networking sites, which increase the appeal for any client wishing
to use cake art as an event attraction or a promotional tool.

What lies ahead for the Cake Bomb team?
Since the Jungle, the team have been already worked with a
promotional
team for an event at Dudley Zoo and are working on a number of
other projects and opportunities for the near future. Of course
the London Cake & Bake Show in October 2014 is already in our
diary.
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I absolutely LOVE the ethos of this group. The team solidarity and support that
is second to non and the drive to support each other is awesome. So, I asked a
little bit more as I wanted to know more about the characters and personalities
in the group .

Emma Ball - Richard’s Cakes

Emma created the Jungle’s Monkey Troop, plus
‘Tinge’ the monkey who eventually ‘drove’ the
elephant. Known for her wonderful modelling,
Emma isn’t known for ‘monkeying around’ as
she is in fact the ‘Speedy Gonzalez’ of the team
taking only four hours to complete ‘Tinge’.
Suzi got to know a little bit more about Emma
and you can read Emma’s interview on page 63.
You can also see Emma’s tutorial on page 67.
Emma will also be joining Pretty Witty Cakes as
an Online Tutor in 2014

Melissa Ball - Richard’s Cakes

Melissa (better known for running the Richard’s
Cakes Page) made 160 edible fondant tiles to
adorn the jungle walls.
She took the design from the Peacock Gate in
India although she will happily admit that it was
her sister Emma who drew out the design for her.
(Sisterly love!)

Dawn Butler – Dinkydoodle Designs

Dawn made the working waterfall within the
jungle, co-ordinating colours with Annabel (who
made the Gharial).
She also created the structure for the elephant
body which was then worked on by the team in
front of the watching crowds. The elephant was
made with 40 slabs of Genoese sponge (18” x
30”) and had to be transported from Nottingham.
Unsurprisingly, the elephant was bigger than
Dawn!
We are delighted to also know Dawn as a regular
presenter of online tutorials at Pretty Witty Cakes.
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Amanda MacLeod

Amanda MacLeod Cake Designer

Amanda and Francesca painstakingly worked on
the jungle’s centrepiece – a many-armed, manyheaded fruitcake goddess – in Amanda’s Essex
studio. They named her Kashmira (the Essex Girl!).
Her wall panel bas reliefs created part of the
architectural side of the exhibit. Amanda valiantly
drove a huge truck of Cake Bomb edible sculptures
through a 14-hour traffic jam and road closures
and everything still arrived intact, even her nerves
(just about).

Annabel de Vetten-Petersen
Conjurer’s Kitchen

The open-mouthed Gharial was the perfect partner
for Dawn’s waterfall … nobody successfully
managed to count the teeth!
He was a great hit with people taking ‘selfies’ in
the jungle. Also lurking on the jungle floor were
Annabel’s trademark skulls: dramatic chocolate
trophy skulls, bedecked with horns and ropes.

Amanda is a presenter of online tutorials at Pretty
Witty Cakes.

Tracey Rothwell

Little Cherry Cake Company

Tracey made an adorable sleeping Red Panda on a
beautiful tree stump. Also not to be missed were
some wonderful mushrooms for the floor of the
jungle.
Look closely and you see that they were decorated
with beautiful Indian patterns (and in some crazy
colours).

Caroline Parkin
Crumb Cakes

Branches, bugs, slugs and creepy crawlies,
ground-dwelling plants and flowers were mostly
down to Caroline, whose work held everyone
else’s together to complete the jungle effect.
She also made a couple of massive tusks. Maybe
Beyonce the baby elephant’s mummy wasn’t too
far away.

Tracey will be joining the Pretty Witty Cakes team
of fabulous online tutors later in 2014.

Sarah Jones

The Chocolate Strawberry

Sarah (true to form) created the ‘pretty’ corner of
the Jungle, with beautiful petals and sumptuous
fabrics adorning her Indian offerings.
Even her snake had been blinged with jewels
and decoration. Sarah also made some beautiful
Paisley-pattern style jewels that decorated the
elephant.

Francesca Pitcher
North Star Cakes

CakeBomb’s creative director was very prolific:
half a Goddess, a tiger, a hare and a chamelion as
well as numerous flowers, foliage and poos.
Yes, Francesca even made chocolate elephant
poo using a real elephant poo mould loaned to us
by Masters and Munn. That’s dedication.
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Jennifer De Guzman Rolfe

Beth Mottershead

The paintings on the wall of the courtyard of
Jaipur City Palace were the inspiration for the
peacock gates. Jennifer used painted macarons
to adorn rice paper feathers and the background
was airbrushed and bordered with cake lace.

Beth actually researched Hornby train sets before
installing a working ‘smoke’ mechanism within
the hookah pipe. The scented smoke filled the
Jungle with little puffs of ‘vanilla’.

Jen’s Just Desserts

Among many other talents, Jennifer is a gifted
photographer and was Cake Bomb’s main snapper
at the Manchester event.

Rose de Guzman-Warnick
Couture Cakes by Rose

Rose sent her isomalt and gumpaste creations
all the way from the USA. Her gems adorned the
elephant and the jewellery boxes were amongst
the treasures to be found on the floor of the
jungle.
She also taught the whole team how to make
edible rice paper leaves, the main ingredient for
our wall coverage at the show – what a life saver!

Vicki Smith

Incredible Edibles

Vicki made the two playful leopard cubs out of
sponge cake – a big hit with TV chef Rosemary
Shrager. She also created amazing atlas beetles
(with licorice legs) which were eaten on TV by the
BBC news presenters. (Ewww!)
Vicki also made original moulds to create some
charms for the elephant, a beautiful frangipani
bush and many of the stunning hibiscus flowers
in the exhibit.

Cakes By Beth

The hookah pipe was beautifully decorated with,
amongst other elements, a hand-carved tiger
head. Beth has a gecko called Hetty as a pet and
so she couldn’t resist making a little gecko for the
jungle too!

Molly Robbins

Molly’s Creative Cakes

Molly made the love birds (in pairs of course) on
a stunning four-foot high decorated tree stump,
and also made Nigel the pygmy hedgehog … in
honour of her own pet hedgehog Stanley. (Nigel
was named by CakeBomb’s Facebook followers!)
Molly is well known for having created a beautiful
painted-elephant cake and she repeated the
experience on the face of CakeBomb’s elephant –
stunning! Her dad Ted Robbins very kindly helped
compere the cutting of the elephant cake on the
final day of the show.

Rose Dummer
Rosie Cake-Diva

Rosie spent two months sharing her dining room
table with a 4-foot edible peacock. Prince Percy’s
feathers were made from rice paper and fondant
and he got to appear on telly! (He’s a bit of a Diva
about it!). Rose was a fearless compere for the
entire show, interviewing John Whaite, Rosemary
Shrager, Ted Robbins and Eric Lanlard as well as
all of the team and members of the public.
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Eleanor Abraham
Arty Tarts

Eleanor made a big-eyed, rather melancholic
looking slow loris from fruit cake and chocolate.
She chose to make a loris because they are
endangered and because they are the world’s
only venomous primate. And because they look
so unbearably cute. She was chuffed that Ted
Robbins decided to name him Norris.

So, now you know why and who Cake Bomb is. But what about How?
We asked the team to explain how cakes that are so lifelike come into
existence. The answer is months and months of planning, drawings and
hard work! In the team’s own words...

I think the key to Cake Bomb’s success was a clear focus from the
start. Francesca determined that the items should be ‘life-sized’
and ‘life-like’… of course with some freedom given to artistic
license! But once the framework was outlined, it was then down to
the team to come forward with ideas, sketches and components
that they would be excited to work on.
Inspiration was collated on mood boards and in albums and from
this, Francesca began to draw sketches of what our layout could
look like. It is important to have someone in a pivotal role and
Francesca’s creativity and vision acted like an artistic ‘chairman’ to
gather ideas and move the project forwards with a clear direction.
The budget from The Cake & Bake show determined our
boundaries, so everyone was given their own budget and design
to work to. With so many talented individuals, there was no
need to micro-manage anyone’s task. Once these were allocated
there was absolute confidence that the final creations would be
stunning.
Many aspects had to be designed in pairs or
teams. The intricate peacock gates which adorned
the walls of the entrance were made by Jennifer
Rolfe in London with fondant tiles by Melissa Ball
in Manchester. All their design ideas were planned
together online. Dawn Butler in Nottingham
created the wonderful working waterfall but coordinated with Annabel in Birmingham who was
making the Gharial which would sit at its base.
For the Goddess however, Francesca and Amanda
worked together in Essex for a few weeks, carving
and building up the structure as well as decorating
and painting everything from her four bejewelled
arms to her three heads.
The plan from the outset was to cover the
background walls with chicken wire onto which the
foliage could be attached. Most of the team had
chosen leaves and flowers indigenous to India and the aim was to make at least 100
of each. This did differ as, for instance, the beautiful Brahma Kamal flowers made by
Eleanor Abraham were so time consuming that
she stuck with 12….but quality was as much of
a Cake Bomb ‘buzz-word’ as quantity of course!
The team was very lucky to have Dawn Butler and
her airbrushing backing. Her Dinkydoodle paints
are largely responsible for the entire jungle –
green being a very well-used colour between the
team. We all seemed to have permanently ‘green
fingers’!
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In America. Rose de Guzman Warnick made a leaf
tutorial, using edible wafer paper, which many of
the team used in their own leaf designs. Advice was
shared on silicone moulds, flower paste and all sorts
of techniques swapped between the team.
Caroline Parkin took on the onerous task of creating
ground cover. Everything from branches to twigs,
from rats to maggots. The detail with which this was
thought through was key to tying all the elements of
the jungle together to form a cohesive piece of work.
TV Chef Rosemary Shrager is on record as saying the
dirt was ‘delicious’!
Occasional face-to-face meetings with the builders
were necessary not only to discuss the layout and
services, but also to ensure that edible wall hangings,
plinths and supports were all accommodated. The
art-work around the build, the logos, the text and
the layout were all part of the planning as well as the video and audience
demonstrations. We fully expected the large crowds and waiting queue, so it
was always part of the plan to entertain and inform them whilst they were with
us. We always wanted this to be an all-round ‘experience’ for our visitors.
And the cherry on the icing on the Cake Bomb cake was of course the Genoese
sponge baby elephant that the team worked on throughout the show. Dawn
Butler created the body of the cake in advance, needing a step ladder merely
to reach the top! (in fact she had to upgrade to a taller step ladder … her first
one wasn’t tall enough). The forty massive slabs of cake were supplied courtesy
of Sweet Success (who were also kind enough to supply the fruit cake for the
Goddess.)
Dawn transported the body on a pallet and it was positioned
at the entrance to the ‘Jungle with the legs, face and trunk
built up and airbrushed on site. Sarah from The Chocolate
Strawberry took her first airbrushing lesson from the master
herself (Dawn) … and on the elephant, of all things. That’s
quite an initiation into the art of airbrushing!

(Well….we did call her Beyonce! We liked it so we put a ring on it!) Vicki Smith
took control of the beautiful Headdress. But everyone added some detail, a little
bit of their own style and personality.
Rose Dummer managed to compere throughout the show without losing her
voice, interviewing the team and engaging the crowd by getting their feedback.
There was such enthusiasm for the event and there were such broad opinions as
to which elements were their favourites. The Cake Bomb ‘Show us your Jungle
Selfie’ competition bears that out, with the visitors seeming to choose all the
features within to photograph. Heads in Annabel’s Gharial, stroking the leopard
cubs, picking nits out of the monkeys. The crowd appeared to be equally entranced
with everything! The chocolate elephant poo (complete with shredded wheat
texture) did seem to capture the crowd’s sense of fun
(especially as it had been made using a REAL elephant
poo mould! Eeeek!)
The grand finale – the cutting of the cakes – seemed to
attract all of the celebrities with Rosemary Shrager, John
Whaite and Eric Lanlard making the ceremonial ‘cut’ in
time to an audience countdown. We even managed to
rope in TV celebrity Ted Robbins (Molly’s Dad) to talk the
crowd through the proceedings. We also had a couple of
visits from actress and masterchef finalist Wendi Peters
who got to try a piece of cake. Everyone is happy to be
involved when there’s cake on offer!
With TV appearances and constant interviews
throughout the weekend, the team had a relentless
timetable but had to remain after the show to carefully
organise and package every item in the jungle. Twelve
pallets of edible creations have now been transported to an air-conditioned unit
in readiness for the Cake & Bake Show London at Earl’s Court in London.

The entire team took responsibility for decorating Beyonce
(of course she had to be named) and over the three days
she gained a jewelled headdress, body paint, feathers….
and her monkey-driver sitting on top created by Emma Ball
from Richard’s Cakes. Truly a team effort and one that the
visitors to the show could enjoy with us.
As the team worked they gave interviews to the crowd,
described what they were doing and what personal artistic
touches they were adding to Beyonce. Molly Robbins
painted her beautiful face, Little Cherry (Tracey Rothwell)
made sure she incorporated some sugar skulls into the
design, Beth Mottershead, well known for her beautiful wedding cakes, ensured
that Beyonce had enough ‘bling’ and ‘sparkle’, including, of course ‘a toe ring’

Just some of the Cake Bomb team

A big thank you to the entire Cake Bomb team for sharing their story.
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You work all the time together. Do you ever argue?

We got up close
and personal with
ROBERT HAYNES

of The Sugar Flower Stu- Interview by Suzi Witt
dio
Over the years I have got to know some lovely cake people but two
ladies who captured my imagination when I first met them were
Christina Ong and Valeri Valeriano of Queen of Hearts Couture
Cakes. Why? Because they are the cutest, most lovely girls and
their friendship is so solid. When they come to teach at Pretty
Witty Cakes, they burst through the door like a blast of sunshine
and chat and giggle so much that it is just impossible not to join in!
We are delighted to also announce Christina and Valeri will be
teaching online tutorials at Pretty Witty Cakes very soon!”
They started their business back in June 2011 but despite the
young roots of their business they have established a unique
style that has become instantly recognisable as theirs and it is
their work that now takes them all over the world.
Recently I got to know them a little bit more and ask some of
the questions I have always wanted to ask!

Yes of course! Haha. Although we argue about the smallest things
and usually not related to cakes. Top on the list when I (Valeri)
keeps buying “useful” stuffs that ends up in the cupboards..
and me (again), wanting to buy so many things and Christina
keeps saying no. Lol If it is about cakes, we have one rule. If one
does not like the design or some parts of it, we scrape the cake.
Therefore, no argument.

Do you have specific roles so one person always does one
job and another person always does the other?
We are completely interchangeable.

In my view, you are game changing players in the genre
of buttercream and have used buttercream in ways most
people would never imagine. How did you first decide to
work with buttercream ?
When we were searching for Mother’s Day gift for our very good
friends and decided to give some cupcakes, we were clueless on
how to bake and decorate cakes. Our first teacher was youTube.
We kept looking for tutorials and the first that caught our eyes
was the “Sunflower cupcake tutorial using buttercream and
ziploc bag improvise”. We tried it and we can say that it turned out to be a sunflower
looking cupcake. So we got curious for more flower cupcake tutorials and we instantly got
obsessed. We never stopped since.

Where do you get your ideas from?
Our phones each currently have about 7k photos.
We literally take photos of anything nice that we
see around us. I’m sure a lot of you are the same =)

How much butter do you use in 1 year?
Tell everyone a little bit about both of your backgrounds
and how you met?
We were introduced by a common friend back in the Philippines
10years ago. I (Valeri) was helping in our family business while
Christina was working in the food industry. Back then, we
were happy go lucky..party every night type of girls. Haha! It
was a very easy life we had before. Even the first few months
when we arrived in London we weren’t very serious..until we
ran out of money and realized that we have to work. Oh by
the way, we have never turned on an oven until that day we
decided to bake cupcakes as a gift for our friends in 2011.

Wow! We have never really thought of this. We
would say about 180-200kilos of butter. Please
don’t ask us about icing sugar..too much to
compute! Haha

Do you have a favourite technique you prefer
to use in buttercream?
We would say that our Stained Glass Art Technique
tops our list. The other one that we like is our
Palette Knife Painting Technique. The combination
of textures that it creates is just lovely.
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Your book is came out in May (UK) and June (worldwide) this
year, tell us a little about the book and your aims?
Our main goal is to really bring back the age old buttercream art
and to present it in a contemporary way to make people realize that
there are so much more than just flowers and borders. Our book is
the first of its kind and we have put so much in it. We have discussed
each topic as clearly as we can with step by step photos. There are
about 40 projects and more than 50 innovative techniques! There
are loads of inspirations and ideas to see and discover.

Gallery
ofareRobert
There
really loads of simple and very easy things you can do with
buttercream. Ruffles, dots, crochet and lace piping, etc. It is really
Haynes
just how
you present it.
Sugar FlowYou teach all over the world – do you enjoy travelling and
what
been your most memorable experience to date?
erhasWork

What is the easiest thing to teach people about buttercream
designs?

We love the purple and green crochet effect cake and the lace cake
which is in the cover.

We absolutely love traveling! Every country we go to is always
memorable as we meet new people and we gain more friends.
Whenever we have time to go around any country, we grab it. The
most memorable experience we have to date would definitely be
when we were in Thailand (Sept 2013). We rode on, fed, played and
bathed with the elephants in a river!

Have you ever had a buttercream disaster?

Do your cakes stand up well in warm weather?

What is your favourite design in the book?

Oh dear! We have loads! The recent one we had happened just last month at the Cake
International Show London. Our very kind driver was helping us unload our stuffs from the
lorry to the stand. He tried to put as many bags and boxes as he can in the trolley. We met
him halfway and took over with the trolley. As I was unloading everything to the stand, one
of the bags was sitting sideways. That was the very same bag where all the 60cupcakes
for the Press Room were kept. I was frozen for 5 seconds. I better not describe how they
looked! Hahaha We baked another 60 cupcakes that same day.

What advice would you give to someone starting out when working with
buttercream?
PATIENCE, PRACTICE..and PERFECT IT.

You taught me how to make buttercream
flowers and I was a very bad student (I did
nothing I was told to!) but what do you find
the hardest things to teach people with
buttercream?
Generally, we find Flower Piping is the most
challenging to teach. (Besides the fact that that
is also the class which requires way too much
buttercream to prepare! Lol) A lot of people have
tried to learn from video tutorials or may have
attended classes before. Once they already got
used to their own ways, sometimes it is hard to
bend. Also, learning how to pipe on a flat surface
like a cupcake, is easier than teaching how to pipe
on the side of the cake.

We have taught master classes around the globe and been to really
hot countries in Asia and in Arizona and we have never had any
problems with our buttercream recipe. We have unveiled our secret
and shared this in our book.

You have some great top tips in your book about buttercream
– what is the single best tip you would give someone?
Do.NOT.Over.Beat.

What would you like to be able to say about your lives when
you are 75?
...that we have given a great contribution in the Cake World through
our buttercream innovations.

What is your most favourite cake design that you have every put together?
Definitely the 6ft tall grand cake display we did for Cake International Show Birmingham
(Nov 2013)

You have won several awards and like me came runners up in the Baking Industry
Awards Rising Star last year – but what has been the most special award that you
have one?
We would say the Baking Industry Awards. You will know Suzi from when you were a finalist
but others will not know how tedious the elimination process is! From hundreds of entries,
they will choose 10 semi finalists..then those will undergo an interview in front of a panel of
judges (about 45mins long!) until they come to choose 3 finalists. Phew! That is really a big
deal for us...especially to be competing alongside big names who have been in the industry
for years. And the other one of course is when we won Best in Class - Wedding Cake
Category at Cake International Show London (2013). We have finally proven to ourselves
that a buttercream decorated cake can actually top the competition.
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OUR REVIEW
At Pretty Witty Cakes, we were lucky enough to
receive a preview copy of the Queen of Hearts’ new
book and WOW, what a book.
Now, I am a fondant lady normally but this book
made me want to un-wrap that butter and start
dancing around the room whilst I mixed in the icing
sugar. It is a wonderfully colourful book full of top
tips and techniques but also some glorious images of
their unique cakes.
The book begins with a lovely introduction about the
background and how the girls got started. I won’t
spoil the story for you but it is a great little read. Then
on to telling you how to make the perfect buttercream
and they even show you some of the nozzles and what
they do.
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Then they talk about colouring buttercream with particularly useful tips like how to make
black and red which we loved as we know how many people struggle with this. The girls
have really thought about what you NEED to have in a buttercream book as opposed to
just pretty pictures.
They talk about making sharp edges on buttercream cakes, how you get textures in
buttercream and from there each chapter covers a different techniques such as dots,
leaves, flowers, ruffles, sharp edges and a lot lot more – ALL in pure 100% buttercream!.
Our favourite chapters were the following:

Scrolls, lines and zig zags
This gorgeous geometrical cake doesn’t need any
special tools but can be made using a piping bag
and nozzles with various other simple things like
parchment paper.
Very sensibly they include a top tip to practice
piping on a plate so you get those lines straight
before you head for your cake!

Brushed Embroidery Piping
It is hard to believe that this gorgeous cake is buttercream and
not royal icing but it is!
Having tried this technique myself in royal icing and buttercream
I think I prefer the buttercream method.

Exctract from Nozzle Guide section of ‘The Contemporary Buttercream Bible’
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Crochet

They talk you through the technique of making this crochet effect and
it really does look like the real thing

Stencilling
If you didn’t think you could stencil with buttercream?
– think again! As with the whole of this book, the
buttercream girls push boundaries with this medium to
make the seemingly impossible possible!

Tutorial by Christina Ong and Valeri Valeriano
taken from the Contemporary Buttercream Bible Cakes.
Typically, when a pattern is transferred onto a cake, a border of stars or swirls is piped around the edge,
making it obvious that a transferred pattern has been used. Let us show you the Queen of Hearts way!
No one will even notice that you have used this technique - they will just admire the seemingly impossibly
detailed pattern you have created.
Crumb coat and place the cake on a stand or
covered board.
Use the template supplied, CLICK HERE, to create
your frozen buttercream transfer by following the
tutorial. You will need to colour the buttercream
in the following quantities: 200-300g (7-10.5oz)
each of light pink, dark pink, dusky pink, foliage
green, light green andd dark green. Leave 1-1.1kg
(2lb 4oz-2lb 7.5oz) of buttercream uncoloured to
apply the transfer and cover the sides of the cake.
Smooth the sides to a perfect finish. Pipe roses
around the base in all the pink shades and arrange
using the ‘freezing’ method. Add some leaves in
foliage green.

You will need:

This stencilled cake is just one such example.

• 20 x 10cm (8 x 4in) square cake
• 2.25-2.95kg (5lb-6lb 6oz) buttercream
• Paste colours: light pink (Sugarflair
Pink), dark pink (Sugarflair Claret), dusky
pink (Sugarflair Dusky Pink), foliage
green (Sugarflair Foliage Green), light
green (Sugarflair Gooseberry), dark green
(Sugarflair Spruce Green)
• Piping bags
• Palette knife
• Scraper
• Pen
• Ruler
• Scissors
• Greaseproof (wax) paper
• Sticky tape
• Printed pattern
• Baking sheet or any flat board
• Small petal nozzle (Wilton 104)
• Small leaf nozzle (Wilton 352)
• Writing nozzles 1-3 (optional)
• Cake stand or covered cake board

This book really is a must have for any cake lover. Even if you are not
that into buttercream it is well worth getting a copy as it is will trigger
ideas and designs that you may well end up making. I, for one, will
have a few days away from fondant modelling whilst I play with the
buttercream and practice those skills!

Where can you buy it?
The Contemporary Buttercream Bible is in larger book shops
and on amazon.
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TIP
Before printing your patern, be mindful that you need to flip or
make a mirror image of the picture before you print it out. Make
sure that your pattern is really frozen so your greaseproof paper
will peel off easily and not stick

Get it

This is the style I most link to the buttercream girls mainly because I
have never seen anything like this on a cake and it really shows their
inspirational thought process.

CLICK

For many of the items you need
for this tutorial, click here
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A Choose your graphic image and make
sure that you re-size it so that it will fit on
your cake, and create a reverse/mirror image
before printing it. Next it is essential to draw
a guide line around your pattern according
to the exact size of your cake.

E Remove it from the freezer and, using
buttercream of the same colour as the
background of your cake, pipe a thin layer
within and up to the guide line you drew to
show the exact size of the cake.

B Place your pattern on a baking sheet (or
any freezer-proof flat board), lay a piece of
greaseproof (wax) paper on top of it and
secure both with sticky tape.

F Spread the buttercream with a palette
knife and even it out with a scraper.
C Outline your pattern using different tinted
buttercream if needs be. When you have
done so, begin filling in colours.

D Layer in the colours as you go by finishing
each one before using another. Make sure
that there are no gaps in between the
colours.
When you have finished, quick freeze the
pattern for about 5-10 minutes until the
buttercream is firm. This is important so
your pattern will not move.

G When done, freeze for about 30 minutes
to an hour or until the pattern is rock hard.
When the pattern is frozen, apply a thin
layer of buttercream to the surface of the
crumb-coated cake where you will apply the
pattern, making sure it is even.
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H Take the pattern out of the freezer then
quickly but carefully flip it and position it on
the cake, lightly pressing it down so it sticks.

WIN a COPY of
THE CONTEMPORARY
BUTTERCREAM BIBLE!!
To Win a copy of the Contemporary Buttercream Bible,
just answer the following question:

Which country do Valeri and Christina originally
come from? (Clue – they moved to the UK in 2008
from this country!)
1. The Philippines
I Using your palette knife, remove the excess
frozen buttercream around the cake.
Using the same colour as the background,
apply another layer of buttercream over all
the remaining surfaces of the cake.
Remember that it is really important to make
this layer the same thickness as the pattern
or the illusion will be spoiled.

2. France
3. Iceland
Send your answer along with your name and address to

magazine@prettywittycakes.co.uk
Make sure you include
“Contemporary Buttercream Book Competition”
in the subject field of your email
The closing date for entries is 1 July 2014

J At about the same moment that you finish
this, you should find that the buttercream of
the pattern has become soft again.
When this is so, smooth the sides and edges
of the cake to a perfect finish.

WANT TO LEARN MORE ABOUT
BUTTERCREAM?
The Queen of Hearts Girls will be joining the team of Online Tutors
at Pretty Witty Cakes this year and filming a large project for you to
learn.
For anyone who has purchased their book this will be a great next
step in your learning of buttercream styles. To become a member of
the Pretty Wity Cake Online Tutorials, please CLICK HERE.
With thanks to Valeri and Christina of Queen of Hearts Couture Cakes
www.queenofheartscouturecakes.com
Images reproduced with the permission of F & W Media
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Sizing Up Cake Recipes
by May Clee Cadman
May Clee Cadman is one of our fabulous
online tutors.

WANT TO LEARN HOW TO MAKE AMAZING
CAKES LIKE MAY?

Having baked cakes all her life and run her
own cake business for 13 years, May has
tried and tested so many recipes.

May Clee Cadman with be joining the team of Online
Tutors at Pretty Witty Cakes this year and filming
projects for you to learn.

We are therefore delighted to include these
four fabulous recipes from May’s book,
‘Sweet and Simple Party Cakes’ with sizing
up and sizing down charts. You can purchase
this fabulous book in Pretty Witty Cakes
Shop here.

To become a member of the Pretty Witty Cakes Online
Tutorials CLICK HERE.

Method
1. Preheat the oven to 160oC (315oF/Gas Mark 2-3). Line the base
of your tin only and grease the sides.
2. Beat the margerine and sugar together until they are light and
fluffy.
3. Add the eggs one at a time, beating well after each addition.
4. Sift in the flour and mix thoroughly.
5. Add the vanilla extract.
6. Pour the mixture into the tin, place in the oven and bake for
the guide time listed in the recipe, or until the cake is lightly
golden and a skewer inserted into the centre comes out clean.
7. Leave the cake to stand in the tin for five minutres before
turning out onto a wire rack to cool.

Quantities are for a 20cm (8in) round (4egg) cake. You need to modify them for a
different size cake.
Citrus - Add the zest of 1.5-2 lemons or
oranges to the mix (but NOT the juice).
Coffee - Add 50ml (2floz) espresso or
concentrated instant coffee.
Banana - Add 1 very ripe mashed banana
per egg.
Almond - Replace a quarter of the selfraising flour with an equal weight of
ground almonds, two drops of almond
extract and half a teaspoon of baking
powder.

Method

1. Preheat the oven to 160oC (315oF/Gas Mark 2-3).
2. Line the sides and base of the tin.
3. Gently melt the butter, chocolate, coffee and water in a pan on low heat.
4. Sift the dry ingedients (flour, cocoa and bicarbonate of soda) into a mixing bowl. Add the sugar.
5. in a seperate bowl, combine the eggs, oil and sour cream.
6. Pour the egg mix and chocolate mix into the dry ingredients and mix well.
7. Pour into the cake tin and place in the middle of the oven.
8. Bake for the guide time listed in the recipe or until a skewer inserted into the centre comes out clean.
9. Remove from the oven and leave the cake to cool in its tin.
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TIP

Many thanks to the amazing May Clee Cadman for
permitting us to use her Sizing Up charts.
For more top tips from May watch our online videos where
she will tutoring soon and buy her book here.

You will need two vanilla sponge cakes of
the same size to make a sandwich, whilst carrot
cake and chocolate fudge cake are baked in one
tin and cut in half.

Method

Method

1. Preheat the oven to 160oC (315oF/Gas Mark 2-3).
2. Line the cake tin,sides and base.
3. Mix the sunflower oil, sour cream, vanilla, eggs and orange zest together. Then add the two types of sugar.
4. In a seperate bowl, sift the flour, spices, bicarbonate of soda and salt together.
5. Combine the dry ingreditents with the wet mixture.
6. Add the grated carrot to the mixture along with the cocnut and sultanas.
7. Bake for the guide time listed in the recipe or until a skewer inserted into the centre comes out clean.

1. Chop the cherries in half and place in a bowl with the mixed peel and the mixed fruit. Add the juice and
zest of the oranges and half the quantity of brandy. Stir well. Leave overnight to soak.
2. Preheat the oven to 150oC (300oF/Gas Mark 2).
3. Line the sides and bottom of your tin. If it is larger than a 20cm (8in) round or 18cm (7in) square, wrap
newspaper around the outside as well.
4. Cream together the butter and sugar until they are thoroughly mixed.
5. Add the eggs one at a time.
6. Sift in the flour and the spices.
7. Mix in the fruit mixture and stir well.
8. Transfer the cake mixture into your tin, smooth the top of the mixture of the oven. Bake for the guide
time listed in the recipe.
9. Once out of the oven, leave the cake to cool in the tin.
10. After baking, drizzle the cake with the remaining brandy.
11. Wrap the cake in cling film and store in an airtight container until required.
HUGE thanks for May Clee Cadman of MAISIE FANTASIE
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Some cake makers are like rays of sunshine and Grace Stevens
is one such person. Having got to know Grace over the past few
years both as an Online Tutor and Class teacher at Pretty Witty
Cakes and over the odd glass of wine, I have found her to be
such a wonderful positive and happy person.
Grace is the founder and owner of Cupcakes
by Design in Cape Town. After graduating in
1999, she was a primary school teacher for 9
years before she began decorating cakes as a
hobby for family and friends. Grace’s natural
talent immediately became apparent when
she started modelling fondant and she has
never looked back.
Being from South Africa, Grace sees lots of
sunshine and whether it is the sunshine there
or the way Grace was born, she is a bundle
of smiles and energy all the time. I was lucky
enough to catch Grace for a few moments
in between TV appearances, book work and
classes and here is what I asked:
Tell us about you, your family and
background?
I come from a family of 6 kids. I’m right in the
middle. We moved a lot when I was young and
never put down any roots. Now I live in Cape
Town, South Africa where my husband and I were
both born. I have three kids, 12, 8 and 4 years old
and a fourth on the way. We are a close family,
one of those that cuddles in bed in the morning.
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You were a children’s teacher before
you made cakes – do you think that this
has helped you in your cake career?
I am amazed by how everything I’ve done up
until this point of my life has contributed to
what I do now. My background in teaching
does give me a great advantage when I’m
teaching as I’m quick to assess the way
individuals learn best and can adapt quickly.
When teaching kids you never seem to sit
down, so that gives me the stamina needed
to be a cake decorator.

In 2012 you brought out your first book about
Novelty cakes (which won an award for the
best South Africa Dessert book) and now you
are writing a second book. Tell us about the
new book?
My new book definitely shows my growth as a
sugar artist. I have included more sugar flowers
and there are two bride and groom figures. A white
dress and dress suit couple and an Indian couple.
This time around I felt more connected to my
readers and I’ve created a book that will provide
support for beginner cake decorators and will also inspire those decorators who are a
little more adventurous. This book is crammed full of techniques.

You also present on TV in South Africa –
tell us about that?

Do you prefer writing books, filming or teaching face to face the most?

I am a regular guest chef on a live morning
show. It’s a variety show and I demonstrate a
different recipe each week that fits in to that
days food theme. I enjoy the pace of live
television and as I love developing my own
recipes, this gives me a chance to showcase
them. There’s that energy that comes from
hoping nothing too terrible goes wrong on a
live broadcast that really is addictive.

Where do you get your inspiration for your designs from?

I can’t really say which one is my favourite. When I’m writing books, at that time, it’s my
favourite and the same for filming and teaching. I really love sharing what I know and
each medium allows me to express myself in a different way. No day is the same and that
is really such a blessing.
I find ideas everywhere. If I see a piece of fabric or a picture at someone’s house, I take
a photo with my phone and just sit with it until a cake design starts to take form. Often
what I make looks nothing like the picture, kind of like planting a mystery seed and
waiting to see what blooms.

What do you think the secret to your success is?
When filming with Pretty Witty Cakes for the Online Tutorials, what do you
find different to making cakes in South Africa?
In South Africa, we don’t have as many ready mixed colours and pastes. It is really a
pleasure just pulling a product off the shelf and using it. We mix most of our colours
and make our own flower and Mexican paste.
Last year, when at Pretty Witty Cakes, I set my
ganache in the garden because it was colder
than the fridge. That was a new one to me too.
Your central heating makes drying models a
cinch, our models here are at the mercy of
the elements.

Have you always been artistic?
I’d say I’ve always been creative.
The artistic elements came
naturally to me too.

I tend to take a lot of chances, and when I’m given an opportunity,
I jump at it. Fear can hold you back and I try to be fearless, but not
reckless. I’m not afraid of working hard and that is really the only
way to succeed.

You have a busy family life in South Africa – how do you
balance that with work?
I’m very blessed to have plenty of help. I have an au pair
that fetches and carries my kids from school and during
school holidays entertains them. She is a really
treasure and they love her.
When I travel she also cooks dinner, so the kids
get well taken care of. My husband is very
hands on and we kind of work as a tag team
with the kids. If I’m away, he’s hands on
and when he’s not around I’m hands
on. It looks chaotic from the outside
looking in, but it works for us.
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What is our favourite cake style – novelty,
cupcakes, wedding cakes etc?
I love Novelty cakes, they have such a broad scope to
them and my first love is figure modelling, I just love
putting figures on cakes.

Have you ever had a cake disaster?
Oh boy, many!! It comes with the territory. It’s not”
if” something goes wrong, it’s “when” something
goes wrong. When things go wrong, I like to think “
okay ,that gets the disaster out of the way, let’s get
on with the rest of the cake!!”

How do you think the cake world will develop
over the next 10 years ?
I am excited for the future of the cake world. It’s
so unpredictable and that’s what makes it exciting.
I think we will see a return to more detailed, highly
skilled work. Our clients are more exposed to what
we do with television and media, so we are being
acknowledged for the real artisans that we are.

What would you say is the secret of a great cake making business?
Hard work and a thick skin. Nothing worth doing is easy and you have to persevere
through times when everything seems dismal. Good time management and being
realistic with your time allocations is also a great skill to have. Creating a consistent
quality to your cakes and your decorating is
key. That is what keeps your clients coming
back. Look after your existing clients and
new clients will follow.

What do you do in your free time (if you
have any!)?
I can’t resist a good novel. I love sitting in bed
and losing myself in a plot of a good book. I
never go to sleep without reading a chapter
or two.

WANT TO LEARN DIRECTLY WITH GRACE STEVENS?
Grace is a regular presenter of online tutorials at Pretty Witty Cakes.
To become a member of the Pretty Witty Cakes Online Tutorials CLICK HERE.

To WIN a copy of
CELEBRATION CAKES
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by Grace Stevens

Simply answer the following question:
What colour are the Clown’s shoes on the front cover of Celebration
Cakes by Grace Stevens?
1. Red
2. Orange
3. Pink
Send your answer via email to magazine@prettywittycakes.co.uk
with the subject field Grace Stevens Book and your name and address.
The closing date for entries is 1 July 2014.
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Tutorial from Grace Steven’s Book of Celebration Cakes
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Tutorial reproduced with kind permission of Grace Stevens and Struik Lifestyle.
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Method
Decorating the Cake drum
For the cupcakes
•
•
•

Preheat oven to 170oC or 160oC (fan).
1 Mix chocolate brown gel colour with 600g of
Place 20 -24 liners in cupcake trays.
white fondant, do not mix the colour completely,
Add 1 tablespoon of white
vinegareffect.
to 1 cup (245 grams) full fat or semi
leave wine
a marbled
skimmed milk and place aside for 5 minutes (or more). This provides you with
your own buttermilk.
Roll the fondant out to a thickness of 3mm.
• Sift all dry ingredients in a large bowl (ie flour, sugar, baking soda, cocoa and
salt).
Cover the fondant surface with Clingfilm and cut
• In separate mixing bowl
all wet ingredients
(ie oil, eggs,
food This
outadd
a variety
of circles through
the red
plastic.
colouring, 1 teaspoon vinegar and buttermilk).
will give each shape a rounded edge.
• Then slowly add the dry ingredients into the wet ingredients until smooth and
blended. Do not over mix. You can do this with the mixer or by hand.
• Use an ice cream scoop to evenly distribute the batter into cupcake liners until
they are just over half full.
• Bake for 20 minutes on 170oC (160oC fan).
• Rotate the cupcakes after 2
10 minutes during baking.
• Once baked the skewer inserted into the cupcakes should come out
2 With edible glue, attach completely
the circlesclean.
ontoAnother
the
way to test is to press lightly on top of cupcakes
drum allowing them to formand
a cobbled
effect.
it will spring
back.
• Once baked remove from the oven and cool in trays for 5 minutes then move
Mix enough water with thecupcakes
brown royal
icing to
on cooling
racks.
make it runny. Fill an icing
bag
and
snip
the
end
• Cool completely before frosting.

1

by

Materials

Equipment List
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Get it

Large rolling pin
Small rolling pin
Cake smoother
Toothpicks
Black-eyed Susan cutters
Veiner (I used a Nasturtium veiner)
Selection of round cutters
Clingfilm
Bone tool
Dusting brush
Glue brush
Wire cutters
Long nose pliers
2 small icing bag
Grass nozzle
Scissors
Ball tool
Cotton wool
Colour shaper (cup Round size 2)

CLICK

For many of the items you need for this tutorial, click here

off with scissors.

For the cream cheese frosting
•
•
•

3

Place cream cheese and butter in mixer and mix on low speed until smooth.
Add lemon juice and vanilla.
Slowly add sifted icing sugar until blended.

4
Pipe onto cupcakes and ENJOY!

• For best results chill before serving.
• Use full fat cream cheese as the lower fat
cream cheeses are too soft and become
too liquidy.
• Use paste food colouring not liquid food
colouring as you will get a much better red.
This picture shows you the difference.

&to4Leesa
PipeCollins
between
the cracks
until
it looks
like picture
Thank 3
you
of Alice Cakes,
Guest Tutor
at Pretty
Witty Cakes

Featured Product
Use Wilton Red Red for a really
bright colour red (see image to
the left to see the difference as
compared to a standard red
m
fro ou

To Buy Products used in this tutorial from
thean
Pretty
Cakes
Shop, clear
click here.
Leave
areaWitty
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• 4 x 15cm (6’) sponge cakes
• ½ quantity of brown royal icing
• ½ quantity of Moss green royal
icing
• 300g white pastillage
• 45g orange flower paste
• 30g Moss Green flower paste
• 30g Black fondant
• 40g white modelling paste
• 550g white fondant
• Buttercream
• Cake drum
• Fabric ribbon for trimming board
• Edible glue
• 10 full length pieces of 28 gauge
florist wire
• 8cm 22 gauge florist wire
• Black dusting powder
• Watermelon dusting powder
• Flame red dusting powder
• Irish Moss dusting powder
• Rose leaf dusting powder
• Green Florist tape
• Brown Florist tape

Get it

By Grace Stevens

4. CLICK
which you can then pip grass on with a grass nozzle (see picture 27).

We hope you enjoy and if you are a member of the Online Tutorials, don’t forget to
upload your picture to the Members Photo Gallery, so we can see how you got on!
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Saucer

8

Make at least 2 days ahead
5

8 For the wings, Roll a 2g ball of white modelling
paste into a tear drop shape.
Roll the shape flat with a rolling pin until it is
4.5cm long.
Cut into the narrow end to create feathers and
mark the texture with a craft knife.
Use a cup round tool (colour shaper) to mark
smaller feathers into the wider end of the wing.
Allow to dry before dusting with chocolate brown
dusting powder. Make two wings.

5 Roll out 300g of pastillage to a thickness of
1.5mm.
Dust corn flour over a plate at least 21cm in
diameter.
Press the paste gently into the contours of the
plate and trim the edge with a craft knife.
9 Attach wings to bird with edible glue once
they are dry.

Cut two 4cm lengths of 22 gauge wire and
cover with brown florist tape.

Once the saucer is dry, scratch cracks and
abnormalities into the paste with a craft knife or
a pin.

Bend the one end of the wire to 90° and the
other end into a large hook.
Press the hooked end of each wire into the
base of the bird to create legs.

Dust the saucer with a large brush and black
dusting powder. Remove any excess powder
with a ball of cotton wool. Make sure the entire
saucer is covered.

Black-eyed Susan leaves
Makes 12

The Bird
7 Shape a 35g ball of white modelling paste to
form the body of the bird. Pinch out the rear to
form the tail feathers. Cut into the tail feathers
with a craft knife to create texture.

Roll a peppercorn sized ball of modelling
paste into a rice shape. Fold the shape in half
to form a beak and glue to the front of the
birds head with edible glue. Brush the beak
with Daffodil yellow dusting powder.

10
7

upload your picture to the Members Photo Gallery, so we can see how you got on!

Cut a 8cm length of 28 gauge florist wire and
press 2cm of the wire onto the paste.
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Press a bone tool into either side of the bird
head for the hollows of the eyes. mark the eyes
Wwith
e hope
you
and if you are a member of the Online Tutorials, don’t forget to
the tip
of aenjoy
toothpick.

10 Roll a 15g ball of Moss green florist paste to a
thickness of 1mm.

Get it

6 Don’t worry about making a neat edge for the
plate, a rough edge is very rustic.

6

9

Fold the paste over the wire to completely cover
CLICK
the wire.
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11

12

15

15 Cut two heart shaped calyx leaves and vein in
the same way as the leaves.
Brush glue along the edge of each calyx leaf and
glue into place at the base of each flower.
Cover the wire of each flower with green florist
tape.

11 & 12 Roll the paste thinner on each side of the wire with a rolling pin.
Place the leaf cutter over the paste, making sure the wire runs down the centre of the leaf.
Cut out the leaf and pull the excess paste away from the cutter.
Roll a ball tool along the edge of the leaf to thin the paste, but take care not to distort the
shape. Place the leaf onto a veiner and press down gently to vein the front of the leaf.
Shape the leaf by turning the edges towards each other and pinching the end to a point.
Allow to dry. Cover each wire with green florist tape.
Dust each leaf with Irish moss dusting powder and the edges with rose leaf dusting powder.
Steam each leaf over a boiling kettle to set the colours.

Black-eyed Susan flowers
Make 4

Tendrils
Make 3
16 Cover a 12cm length of 28 gauge florist
wire with green florist tape, allow the tape
to twist over the edge of the wire and twist
to a tapered end.
Twist the end around a toothpick to form a
tendril. Remove the toothpick to complete.

14

The Cake

13

17 Bake 4 x 6inch cakes. Level each cake.
Stack and fill until all four cakes are stacked
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14 Cut a 10cm length of 28 gauge florist
wire
7 and bend a hook at one end.
Thread the wire through the top of the flower
allowing the hook to be left in the base of
the flower.
Position the flower to dry in the same way it
will be placed on the cake, propping up the
petals if need be.
Dust the edge of each petal with flame red
dusting powder. Dust the edges of each
petal with watermelon dusting powder.
Paint the centre of each flower with black
gel colour.

18

Get it

17

13 Roll a 5g ball of orange flower paste into
a teardrop shape and place the large part
onto a work board.
Using a small roller or edge of a paintbrush,
roll the paste out and away from the centre.
Place the cutter over the centre and cut out
a flower.
With the end of a paintbrush, hollow out the
centre of the flower.

16

18 Place a CLICK
10cm/4inch circle of paper on the
cake. This is a guide for carving the cake. The
top of the cake will be carved to 4 inches and
the base of the cake will remain at 6 inches.
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19

20

22

5
22 Scrunch a piece of Clingfilm up and press the
plastic onto the surface of the fondant to create
a ceramic texture.

23

19 Cut small pieces of cake away until the
sides are slopped evenly and your cake looks
like an upturned plant pot.

20
Cover the cake in ganache, covering
from the top and down the sides. Smooth
the edges with a Sharkfin (available here)
and allow to set.

23 Using a 7cm round cutter, cut out a
circle of fondant from the front of the cake.
Remove carefully with a craft knife.

21
21 Once ganache has set, brush the outside of
the cake with clear alcohol or lemon juice.
Roll out 550g of white fondant to a thickness of
2mm.

24

Cover the cake with the fondant smoothing the
fondant with a fondant smoother.

24 Roll out 30g of black to a thickness of 1mm.
Cut out a 7cm round circle and place this into
the hole left on the cake.

Trim any excess fondant from the base of the
cake.

Allow fondant on cake to firm up before
decorating further.

We hope you enjoy and if you are a member of the Online Tutorials, don’t forget to upload your picture to the Members Photo
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Using a Dresden tool, scratch cracks and
abnormalities onto
the side of the plant pot.
m
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Press a roll of florist tape onto the top of the

Dust the cake CLICK
with a large soft brush and black
dusting powder. Rub any excess powder off with
a piece of cotton wool.
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Assembling the Cake
25
25 Attach the saucer to the prepared cake drum
with a little royal icing.
Lift the cake onto the saucer allowing the black
circle to be facing forward.
Press the feet of the bird into the grass. Pipe
some fresh royal icing grass to allow it to stand.

26
26 Tape the tendrils and the leaves together,
adding a flower to each spray.
Press a flower pick into the top of the cake and
insert the ends of each spray into the flower pick.
Secure with a little royal icing.

27

27 Arrange the flower sprays to
cascade over the edge of the
cake.
7

We hope you enjoy and if you are a member of the
Online Tutorials, don’t forget to upload your picture

Colour some cornmeal with
chocolate
brown
dusting
powder and sprinkle this near
the bird and in the saucer.

With thanks for Grace Stevens of Cupcakes
By Design
www.cupcakesbydesign.co.za
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Interview by Suzi Witt

We are delighted to announce that Emma Ball of Richard’s
Cake will be tutoring with us on the online tutorials this
year at Pretty Witty Cakes.
Whilst discussing filming and topics (watch this space
for more news!), Suzi got to know a little bit more about
Emma…..”
Tell us a little bit about you and your background.

HI! I’m Emma Ball, the manager over at Richard’s Cakes in
Manchester, UK and I’m a self-confessed cake geek! I love
everything to do with decorating cakes and learning new skills.

How did you start your career in cake decorating and for
how long have you made cakes?
I started my career in cakes at Richards as their new Saturday girl
whilst I was studying pastry and confectionary at
college. This was 15 years ago, and I’ve now crept
my way up through the business to become the
manager of the entire shop!

Did you know very early on that you had an
exceptional talent or did it come over time?

I do think that making cakes is a natural skill that
you can build on to become better and better. I
entered my very first competition at 17 years old,
the category was ‘works in marzipan’. I won my very
first gold and best in class… I think this achievement
early on gave me the encouragement to continue
my work in the cake industry. It was an amazing
start, although I’m still constantly pushing myself to
be better, trying new techniques and products.

You work at Richards Cakes – tell us a little bit
about your day to day life there?

Over at the shop, as a team of 5 we average over 70
novelty cakes each week, along with wedding cakes.
I help keep the shop very organised with endless lists.
I’m very good at seeing where my staffs strengths
lie, which helps me assign the right tasks to the
right people. We work very effective and efficiently
together.
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Have you had any special professional training or are you self-taught?
When it comes to decorating cakes I’ve had no professional training, but I
do think having my pastry chef background has really helped my career. It
taught me not only the baking side of the industry but also how important
team work is.

What is your favourite cake from all of those you have made?
I’ve made thousands of cakes throughout the years, yet no one truly
stands out. I’ve enjoyed making so many of them! To me though, my
favourite part is the reaction from customers when you know
you’ve created something that has helped make their day
extra special.

When creating a competition cake, tell us about the
process. How do you come up with the idea, how long
does it take to make, how does it fit around normal work,
how do your transport the cake and what happens to the
cake after the competition?
Competing …. Coming up with an idea isn’t the hard part for me,
the hard part is deciding on just one idea. There’s so many that I
would love to make. I always work on my competition pieces in
any spare time that I have, but I enjoy them that much that the
hours just fly by! My favourite part is adding all
the final touches and seeing all my ideas come
together. My least favourite part is getting
them safely to the venue. My heart usually
skips a million beats and I rarely sleep the
night before. When they get there though, I
get to relax and enjoy seeing my creations
get displayed, at the venue and then at
our shop for our local customers to pop
in and see.

Were you always artistic and from
where do you get your inspiration?
When I was young at school you
would always find me playing
around in the art room, and now
as an adult if I’m not making
cakes then I’m usually painting
or sketching. I love being
creative and everything inspires
me, from other cake decorators
to famous artists to animation.

Do you have any kind of cake you don’t like to make?
I really can’t think of a cake that I don’t like to make, the
only time I get a little frustrated is when I have to make
the same design over and over… I prefer variety.

What advice would you give to someone who has
just started out making novelty cakes?
Advice for people starting out… practice new techniques,
and then practice them again. That old saying, practice
makes perfect is very true. There are so many amazing
classes and tutorials these days to have some fun with.

What makes you stressed?
I really try my hardest not to get stressed, but when a cake isn’t turning out as
I have planned then I have to take a deep breath and start again to make sure
that it eventually turns out right.

What do you love most about your job?
The thing I love most about my job is that it really is a lot of fun! I love being
challenged by it and that each week is completely different from the last.

Your cakes would make anyone stop in their tracks to study them. How
long does it take you to make a competition cake?
If I’m being honest, I’ve never timed myself making one of my competition
cakes, but one of my gifts is that I’m super-fast. If I had no other cakes
to do then I could easily complete a competition cake over 5 days.

You make a fair few celebrity cakes – do
you have a favourite person you like to
make cakes for?
My favourite celebrity customer has to be
Andrew Flintoff and his family. They are very
laid back and totally trust me to design amazing
cakes for them.

Do you think anyone can make amazing cakes
or do you have to have some artistic talent?
I think that talent will be hidden away
somewhere, but if someone truly wants to
make an amazing cake then they can. It’s all
about self-discipline and having patience
to practise and play with ideas.
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How do you make the faces on your
cakes so lifelike – do you mould them or
freehand sculpt them?
I never use any moulds to make my people
figures, I use my own methods that I have
developed to sculpt faces. Using these
methods you can easily make changes to the
model so that each person you sculpt can look
different.

Have you ever had a cake disaster?

Emma Ball
Richard’s Cakes

I think any cake decorator would be lying
if they told you that they’ve never had a
disaster! I remember once just finishing a cake
and as I was placing it on a shelf, I dropped it.
Complete ‘splat’ on the floor. I was upset with myself but then I just started
again from scratch.

What are your plans for the
future?
This year I’m hoping to
concentrate more on lessons
and tutorials and fingers
crossed I’ll be launching my
very first e-book by the end of
the year! It’s all very exciting
times here at Richards Cakes.

You will need:
A plain iced cake
A selection of sugarpaste (pink,
cream, yellow, black and brown)
An airbrush with an assortment of
colours
A goosebump impression mat
Plastic dowelling
A pme veining tool
A cel pin
A small sharp knife
Some colourful ribbon

WANT TO LEARN HOW TO SCULPT
MASTERPIECES LIKE EMMA?
Emma Ball will be joining the team of Online Tutors at Pretty Witty Cakes this
year and filming projects for you to learn.
To be able to enjoy these and hundreds of other great tutorials, become a
member of the Pretty Wity Cake Online Tutorials, please CLICK HERE.
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Get it

With thanks to Emma Ball of Richard’s Cakes

CLICK

For many of the items you need
for this tutorial, click here
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1

2

1 The first job is to get the cake ready for the
model, here I’ve sprayed the top edge and the
board with a pale green colour.

5

6

5 Take a small amount of cream sugarpaste
and roll into a ball. Then roll into a sausage and
flatten this.
7
2 Secure your dowelling in the centre of the cake
ready to build your model around.
6 Press the cream icing along the belly of the
dragon and score a few lines across using your
veining tool

4

3

7 Dragon legs!... take some of the pink
sugarpaste and roll into a ball and then into a
chunky sausage, add more pressure on one side
to shape the icing into a cone.
Using the edge of your little finger, roll this over
the thinner end of the cone to create a dip in the
icing.
Pinch the smaller section up and squeeze at the
side to help shape his feet. Make two of these.

3 Making the body ….. Roll a big lump of the pink
sugarpaste into a ball, then start rolling this into
a sausage shape applying more pressure on one
side to make into a cone shape.
4 Making sure the wider end of the cone is at the
bottom, gently tease this onto the plastic dowel.
When it’s in place, press the goosebump mat all
over.

8 Cut a diagonal section out of each of the
dragon’s thighs to help the legs sit nicely in line
with the body.

8
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9

10

9 Roll out 3 small balls of pink sugarpaste for and
press them down on the top of each foot ready
for the claws to sit on to.

13

13 Using a small amount of boiled water stick
the arms in place on the body and around the
dragons’ tail, then use the impression mat to
press the scale effect all over his arms, legs and
tail.

10 Take a lump of pink sugarpaste and roll into a
ball, then a sausage and then into a large carrot
shape

11
14

11 Paint the dragons body with a small amount
of boiled water and attach the tail. Start with the
large end of the carrot at the base of his spine

14 Next is the dragons head….roll a ball of pink
icing , the roll more pressure on one side to help
create an egg shape.

15

12
12 Dragon arms… take a small amount of pink
sugarpaste and roll into a ball and then into a
sausage shape, then flatten slightly.
Then roll 4 small balls of sugarpaste and press
onto the end of his arm ready for his claws.

15 Place this onto the dowelling with the thinner
end of the egg at the bottom.
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16

17

21

21 Stick the heart at the end of his tail, the
pointed side of the heart facing upwards and
placed slightly in the dragons mouth to look like
he’s playfully biting his tail.
16 Using the thinned of the pme veining tool,
indent in the dragons’ mouth.

18

17 Then using the opposite end of the tool. Give
his smile some dimples.

22

19

22 Roll two small balls of pink sugarpaste into
oval shapes and six smaller balls into carrot
shapes..

18 Using the rounded end of the cel pin, gently
press in two eye sockets. Also use the impression
mat all over his face.

19 Roll two tiny carrots of pink sugarpaste and
stick them to the front of the dragons face. Use
the pointed end of the cel pin to push them in to
create the dragons’ nostrils.

20

24
23

20 Cut out a heart shape from the pink sugarpaste
ready to finish his tail.

23 Use the point of the cel pin to push in the oval
shapes on the dragons head to give him ears.

24 Attach the carrot shapes around his face
using a touch of boiled water to help give some
extra details.
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25 Creating wings … Roll out some pink
sugarpaste making sure that it is a lot thicker on
one side.

25

28

Cut a triangle shape out, making sure that the
longer edge of the triangle is the thickest part.
Use the veining tool to score some lines along
the triangle.
Make a second wing the same way, but make
sure it mirrors the first wing.

28 Then I’ve sprayed a brown colour to add extra
details like the stripes on his skin.

26

26 Attach the wings to the body using some
water. The thickest side of the wing should stick
along the body to help them stay in place.
29
27

29 Finally I’ve sprayed an iridescent blue to
contrast the pink and make his skin glow.
27 Time to airbrush! Here I’ve sprayed a slightly
darker pink to help create depth to his body.
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30

35

35 Next is his claws…. Roll small amounts of
chocolate sugarpaste into carrot shapes.

30 When all the spraying is finished, roll two
small balls of yellow sugarpaste, flatten and stick
into the dragons eye sockets.

36

31

32

36 Attach the claws using a small amount of
water. The thick end of the carrot shape should
stick onto the model, leaving the pointy ends

37

31 Take two even smaller balls of black sugarpaste
and roll into sausages, rolling them even thinner
at each end.

33

32 Stick these onto the dragons eyes to give him
pupils.

34
37 Finally add the ribbon around the cake and
the board and any little touches such as flowers
or pretty piping.

With thanks to Emma Ball of Richard’s Cakes

33 Also add a small ball of white on each eye.

34 Roll two thin sausages of black icing to stick
along the top of his eyes
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1

2

This tutorial shows you how to create 4 farm animal cupcake toppers. These are very simple to make
and can be easily adapted for other animals. They are perfect for children’s cupcakes on their own or
to compliment a farmyard cake.

by Stephanie Janice

Jolly Scrumptious Cupcakes
1 Using light brown sugarpaste cut a disc
using a 78mm circle cutter but with the
fluted side. You need to roll this fairly thick,
approx. 4mm so as not to distort the shape.
3
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Get it

Tools & Equipment needed:
Work board
Rolling pin
Foam balls
78mm circle cutter
Ball tool
Smile tool
Stitch tool
Long leaf/petal cutter
3cm triangle cutter
Icing tip
Extruder gun
Small hole disc for gun
Scissors
Sugarpaste
Gum Tragacanth
Edible glue
7mm Sugar pearls

CLICK

For many of the items you need for this tutorial, click here

3 Roll a ball of paste approx. 3-4 cm in
diameter. Flatten slightly using the palm of
your hand. Use your fingers to shape into a
more oval shape.
5

5 Using edible glue, stick the nose to the
lower part of the dome. Using the small end
of ball tool make 2 indentations just above
the nose. Push a 7mm black sugar pearl into
each hole for the eyes.

2 Smooth the disc over a foam ball so that
it forms a dome shape. Leave it on the foam
ball while you add all the other details.

4

4 Using the small end of a ball tool make 2
little holes for nostrils and the smile tool for
the mouth.

6

6 Make 2 little holes using the ball tool at
the top of the dome.
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7

8

13
13 Leave to dry on the foam ball, preferably
overnight. Once dry pipe a small amount of
buttercream in the centre of the cupcake
and pop the topper on top so it sticks to the
buttercream.

7 Roll 2 small balls approx. 1cm in diameter.
Roll these balls into a teardrop shape.

9

9 Use your fingers to pinch the fat end into
a point.

11

11 Roll 5 or 6 thin sausages of caramel paste
leaving one end a little thicker with a point
at the other.

8 Using the small ball tool push into the
teardrop shape with the ball towards the
thinner end.
10

10 Check the point fits into the hole at the
top of the dome and set the ears aside to
dry. Once these dry they can be stuck in the
hole with some edible glue..
12

12 Paint some edible glue in between the
ears and stick the hair down.

15

15 Start by making the ears. Mix a little
black and white paste together to make a
light grey and slightly darker grey. Cut out
2 ears in the lighter grey. Here I’ve used a
lily cutter but any long, pointed leaf or petal
17

17 Using the opposite end of the stitching
tool ad marks along the edge of each ear
piece. Trim the ends of the darker pieces and
stick on the top of the lighter grey pieces.

16

16 Using the darker grey cut the same shape
but smaller, again I’ve used a lily cutter for
this.

18

18 Turn them over and lay over the foam
balls to dry, ideally overnight.
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19

19 The next steps are the same as those for
the Horse. Use the light grey to cut a disc
and set to dry on a foam ball. Use the darker
grey to make the nose and add the nostrils
and mouth as before. Add the sugar pearls
for the eyes.
21

20

20 Using a scalpel carefully cut 2 slits the
same width as the base of the ears you’ve
made in the top of the dome. Remove the
bit of icing from these slits.
Roll about 4 -5 thin sausages in the darker
grey and stick between the 2 slits in the head.
22

21 Leave the dome and ears to dry overnight. Once the ears are dry pipe some buttercream
onto the cupcake and pop the dome on top. Put some edible glue into the slits and gently push
the ears in the slits so that the base pushes into the buttercream underneath and the sides
stick to the glue.
23

23 Colour some sugar paste with a small
amount of pink colouring. Cut a circle using
the 78mm circle cutter with the circle side
and smooth over a foam ball.

24

24 Roll a ball approx. 3cm diameter. As
previously use the palm of your hand to
flatten. The pigs nose needs to be kept round
in shape but use your fingers to flatten the
top.

25

25 Use the ball tool to add the nostrils to the
middle of the shape. Stick this to the dome
in the centre.
27

29 Cut 2 triangles using a 3cm triangle
cutter. Use your fingers to soften the points.

29

29 Stick the ears to the top of the dome
and use your finger to bend the ear forward
slightly.

26

26 Make indentations on the dome just
above the nose and push the black sugar
pearls in for the eyes. Use the smile tool just
below the nose either central or to one side
for a cheeky grin.
28

30 Placing the ears on a blue foam board
use the large end of the ball tool roll it
around the centre of the triangle with gentle
pressure so the ears start to curl up.
30

30 Leave the piggy to dry on the foam ball
and when ready add to your cupcake with a
little buttercream piped in the centre.
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31

41 Colour some sugarpaste with Chestnut
paste colour. Cut out a circle with the 78mm
cutter and smooth over the foam ball.
33

41 Use the small ball tool, pull out the
bottom part of the mouth to form a little
cheeky cows lip.
35

41 Using the caramel coloured paste make 2
balls approx. 1cm diameter. Then roll into a
sausage shape with one end slightly thicker
than the other. Cut these to about 3cm in
length.

32

42 Using the caramel coloured sugarpaste
to make the nose in the same way as the
horse and donkey. Give the cow a bigger
mouth by using the bottom of an icing tip.
34

42 Stick the nose on and push the sugar
pearls in for the eyes. Using the ball tool
make a hole on each side of the dome at the
top, this will be where the horns go.
36

42 Put some glue in the holes and push the
horns into them. Put some glue on the head
and stick the horn down onto the head.

37

41 Use your finger to bend the end.

39

41 Squeeze the paste through to about
4cm in length. Cut off with a pair of scissors
which helps to keep the strands together.
41

41 Continue squeezing out sections of
hair moving up to stick to the top. These
sections need to be a bit shorter approx. 2-3
cms in length, particularly around the eyes
and nose.

38

42 Next is the fun part, adding the hair. Use
an extruder gun with a disc with several small
holes in. Put the chestnut paste in the gun.
If it is difficult to squeeze the paste through
add some Trex to it.
40

42 Add some edible glue from the bottom
of the dome to the level with the top of the
nose. Stick the hair clumps to it, 2 clumps
on each side should cover it.
42

42 Once the dome is covered in the hair
strands give him a little haircut if the ones at
the bottom are particularly long. They don’t
want to hang too far below the edge of the
dome.
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41
41 As with all the other animals leave to dry
on the foam ball overnight. Then pop on top
of your iced cupcake.

The Cake Lace range by Claire Bowman creates beautiful edible lace which is quick and easy to make and will
stay flexible for months. Claire has designed an exquisite range of Cake Lace mats which are made from food
grade silicone and allow you to achieve professional results on any sized cake.
Cake Lace is so easy to use, simply spread your chosen Cake Lace mix into your Cake Lace mat and place
in the oven at 70˚ and bake for 12 to 15 minutes. Remove from the oven and leave to cool for five minutes.
From start to finish your Cake Lace can be ready to decorate your cake with
in less than 30 minutes. Simply attach Cake Lace by brushing a
tiny amount of water onto your cake and gently pressing on
your Cake Lace.

Many thanks to Stephanie Janice of
Jolly Scrumptious Cupcakes,
Stephanie Janice is a regular presenter of
Online Tutorials at Pretty Witty Cakes
so you can see more of her work HERE

The brand new cupcake Butterfly Wrappers Cake Lace mat
features a 3D design which is a feature unique to Cake Lace. The
different depths and levels of the 3D design creates edible lace
with is just like real lace! Butterfly Wrappers creates 4 dimensional
and edible cupcake wrappers, a concept which has never been seen
before in edible lace! The mat also includes additional butterflies and
floral elements for decorating the tops of your cakes to really make
your cakey creation come to life!

WIN! WIN! WIN! WIN! WIN! WIN!

Pretty Witty Cakes and Cake Lace have teamed up to bring you a fantastic prize which enables you to win
everything you will need to recreate these stunning edible cupcake wrappers yourself! In this fantastic
bundle of Cake Lace goodies there is the
- Brand New design cupcake Butterfly Wrappers mat
- 200ml soft gold Cake Lace
- 200ml white Cake Lace
- a Cake Lace spreading knife
- an ‘ I Love Cake Lace’ badge which allows you to enter future
competitions on Cake Lace’s Facebook page www.facebook.com/CakeLaceLtd
To win this fantastic prize, just answer the following question:
On the Pretty Witty Cakes website, how many reward points do
you receive when you by the Victorian Cake Lace Mat?

1. 5
2. 10
3. 33
Clue – see our Cake Lace page - HERE
Send your answer along with your name and address to magazine@prettywittycakes.co.uk and
don’t forget to include “Cake Lace Competition” in the subject field of your email

Closing date for entries 1 July 2014.
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Interview by Suzi Witt
We are delighted to have another new tutor join the Pretty Witty
Cakes online tutorials. In April 2014 Sachiko Windbiel from Mimi
Café Union (New York) joined Suzi over in the UK to spend the
day filming. During her visit, Suzi also got to chat to her a little bit
more about her background between takes on the video shoot.
Here Sachiko reveals a little bit more about her background and
how she became the Queen of tiny fondant modelling.

Tell us a little about your and your background?
I was born and grew up in Japan in the region called Ishikawa on
the West Coast of the country.
When I was in college, I wanted to be
a copywriter or a magazine designer
but somehow I found myself working
in the food industry after college. I was
really interested in becoming a chef or
a pastry chef. But in the job I had, one
of the supervisors put me in a customer
service role and so for
many years I worked in a restaurant in
Japan but without cooking exposure.
Then, one day, I decided it was a time
for a change. I relocated to New York
City in 2008 to and when there I started
at a culinary school that specialized in
vegetarian and healthy food preparation
techniques.
After graduating, thanks to the help of one of my instructors, I was
able to land an internship and eventually a position at a custom
made cake company. I loved the job and the work there was very
inspiring. I felt at that time that working in pastry was my destiny.
I loved that my pastry work made people smile and have fun and
that’s something that’s very important to me.
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From there, I decided at a later date to start a small
business- something that I had always dreamed about.
I was considering cupcakes but then I had a fun idea;
cupcake & cake toppers-- kind of like cake accessories.
And so I began Mimicafe Union, a source for all kinds of
artistic and fun cupcake & cake toppers.

How did you get into making little models?
It was an easy thing to start because small things/models
do not need a big space or many ingredients. They are
also easy to ship for orders (compared to a whole cake)
and require fewer muscles as there is no big rolling of
fondant! I have to concentrate hard though so it can be
tiring working in miniature!!

What is the first thing you remember making?
When I was working at the pastry company, I helped
make things like flowers etc. I did not make figures
then but once I started working for myself, I made a
marshmallow man and little girl figure by myself. They
were really bad!

Where did you learn your skills?
I am self taught and I am always trying to better develop my skills by taking on
bigger and more diverse challenges.
My parents gave me a lot of exposure to great illustrations with the following books/
artists: Osamu Tezuka (Cartoonist, Comic Artist) (I think I first got to see his work
when I was only 3 years old.), the Peter Rabbit stories of Beatrix Potter (especially “The
Tale of Ginger and Pickles”), the
Brambly Hedge Series (All of my
tiny inspirations are from these
books) And also, my parents
encouraged me to draw a lot of
pictures when I was child. And I
was also very interested in the
animation, or Anime, industry of
Japan. So that give me a lot of
images and details.

Do you bake as well or purely
model?
I sometime bake cupcakes and
cakes but it’s just for fun or for
my family party only.

You live in New York at the moment but recently
visited the UK (amongst other things to film with
Pretty Witty Cakes as a new Guest Tutor here) . How
did you find the UK?
I was really interested in coming to the UK since before
starting my work. Actually, the world of sugar art is my
kind of world so when I discovered Cake artists and the
sugar art work from the UK, my interest got bigger. Then,
I attended my first attending UK Cake show!!! This was my
entrance of UK!!!

What one tip would you give to someone wanting to
improve their modelling skills?
I would just like to say that the best way to approach your
work is to have fun with it and to try to appreciate any
obstacles as opportunities to challenge yourself as well
as opportunities to learn new skills and approaches. Of
course some days will be better than others, but if you
are able to try to maintain this mind set, on balance you’ll
appreciate that pastry work is a pretty sweet gig!!

As a new online tutor at Pretty Witty Cakes, we are very excited to showcase
your video tutorials here. Do you have a favourite character you like making?
I was so excited too!!! Yes, I love to make Figures and also different expression on
their face!! And because I like to take photos for them!!! It’s like my child!!!

Do you prefer to model children, adults, animals or abstract things?
Well…… children!!! well…… adults too. Oh…. yes, animals…. everything!!!

How would you describe your
style?
I make sugar figures or toppers, but
once I have made them, they come
alive.

How do you develop
modelling characters?

new

After just making a figure or topper,
it will be best creation for me at that
time. But, when I make next one, I
always want to make more better
than before. I think this is good way
to develop!!
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Do you have any top tips to give our readers?
No.1 “Emotion” - making cake or toppers is for special
people or guests or clients. I always focus on surprising
someone. That way you just focus and concentrate
your caking!!
No.2 “Unique” I would like to make the toppers or
cakes like only one, just one.
No.3 “Memory” Most important day is stage!! I would
like my toppers or cakes give a sweet memory for the
party people.

What do you get your inspiration and ideas from?
Ummmmmmm…. it’s difficult to describe. My inspiration
is from everywhere. One example, I really like to take
photos, then lately when I have my workshop, I always
take student’s live photos. I catch their happy attitude
many time. (When they finished their own topper, that
smile is so delightful) Anyway, these scene gives me
hints for my Figure’s expression.

Do you think people can learn to model or do you
have to be artistic?
My students vary: some people are professional, some
people are hobby person, and some people are “I have
never touched Fondant!!!”. But everybody does great
work!!! I want to say “Welcome” to people who are
interested in sugar art!!!

What one thing would you love to model?
A would like to try a very big figure to see if I can
do it!

If you were on a desert island, what three
modelling tools would you take?
Well…. I was thinking some tools, but I already
have my super tools in my body… so it’s my
hands (fingers) and eyes and brain for making
new ideas!!! These are most important tools!!!
Sachiko is a Guest Tutor at Pretty Witty Cakes
presenting tutorials on her tiny characters.

To watch Sachiko’s tutorials at
Pretty Witty Cakes CLICK HERE

WIN A KAREN DAVIES

ROSES MOULD!

Karen Davies has an amazing range of moulds and we love this
new 5 roses mould as it has 5 very different roses. From the
large 8cm rose to the tiny 1cm bud, it can save you a lot of time
compared to making roses by hand.
We love the very realistic look of the roses including the turned
petals and buds and it is a new favourite of ours at Pretty Witty
Cakes.
What we especially love is how easy this rose would make
wedding cakes when the you are short on time, or the bride
has a budget to keep to as using moulds is much quicker and
less costly than making roses by hand.
FIVE lucky people can WIN one of these amazing moulds for
FREE. To enter, just answer the following question:
Karen Davies is a well-known Cake Decorator in the UK but
what colour hair does Karen have:
1. Blond
2. Red
3. Brown
Send your answer to magazine@prettywittycakes.co.uk
with the Subject Field “Karen Davies Roses Giveaway”.
Include your answer, name and address on the email.
Closing date for entries 1 July 2014.
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1

Natasha Collins
Nevie Pie Cakes

1 Bake your cookies and cover in white
fondant discs.

3

3 With the same colour fill in some of
the body to add shading.

5

2

2 Water down some of the brown paint
until it is just like a muddy water colour.
Use this to paint the outline of the owl
use the size 4 brush for this.
4

4 Mix together some of the brown and
blue paints and water this down to
create a very pale tone. Use this to add
detail onto the face and body of the owl.
6
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Get it

Equipment;
• Colours – Dark brown, black, blue and a brown edible pen
• Brushes – sizes 4 and 1
• An artists palette
• A pot of cooled boiled water
• Kitchen roll
• Cookies covered in fondant and left to harden overnight.

CLICK

For many of the items you need for this tutorial, click here

5 Use a darker brown to add small strokes
around the head and body.

6 Fill in the rest of the feathers and add
some shadow to create the feet.
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7

8

Suzi Witt interviews the

7 Create outlines for the beak and
eyebrows with a mixture of blue and
brown you may find it easier to create
the fine marks with the size 0 brush.
9

8 Add the outline of the eyes .

10

Amazing
Tracey Rothwell
from

Little Cherry Cake Company
9 Add some strokes of blue paint on the
feathers and the feet and fill in the eye
details with a darker tone of blue and
brown mixed together.

10 With neat black add the eyes and
then using the edible pen draw dots
around the outside of the cookie .
6

511
10 Make as many cookies as
desired and line up. You can
make them all look in different
directions by slightly changing
the eye position.

Many thanks to Natasha Collins of Nevie Pie Cakes
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I was lucky enough to be able to chat with Tracey Rothwell, the genius
behind the Little Cherry Cake Company. She is someone whose cakes
literally make me stop and stare…for hours! She is unique, brilliant
and funny all wrapped into one and we hope you get to see a little
more into her life with our interview...

Tell us about you,
your family and your
background?
I’m a 26 year old selfconfessed geek who
just loves watching 80’s
movies, gaming, horror,
eating pizza and smiling!
I am married with 2
equally crazy children
and live in Lancashire,
UK.

How did you get into cake decorating?
I had made the odd cake at school and for my mum’s birthday, but
things kind of really took off when I made my first novelty cake for
my brother, which just happened to be Spongebob Squarepants!
Since then family members and friends were wanting cakes and it
just snowballed into a business!

You have won various competitions with you cakes – which
was your favourite competition cake and why ?
OOO this is a hard one! I was asked to enter a competition on
Channel 4’s Fern show in which we made our own versions of the
Royal Wedding cake for Will and Kate - this was one was the most
fun as I could make the Queen do anything I wanted :D
But my favourite competition cake in terms of design would
have had to have been the Labyrinth cake I entered for the first
time at Cake International 2013 - it was geeky and based on one
of my favourite films.

Where do you get your ideas for your cakes?
My mind is never really short of crazy ideas; I have always
had a really random imagination! But sometimes fabric
patterns, t-shirts, artists and other cake decorators
really inspire me to make something a little
different - Google is AWESOME!

When creating a detailed novelty cake, can you
describe how you work, how long it takes, how
you build the cake from beginning to end to give
the readers an idea of the process?
Ha ha I can tell you what you want to hear...or how it
REALLY happens ;)
I usually bake first and give the sponge time to settle
before giving it a crumb coat. Once the crumb coat has
set I will then cover it in sugarpaste and again...let it
firm up a little (This is the part that has all the waiting
in it!) Once its set up a little the fun begins! I make
models and details straight on the cake to give it abit
more ‘interaction’ and from start to finish usually takes
2-3 days to complete.
Now the parts I haven’t told you is I work in a fog of
icing sugar, I often find buttercream splattered to the
underneath of my wall units (and in my eyebrows!) and
I do the school run with blue stained hands and a green
nose.

What is your favourite style of cake?
Easy! Got to be a horror cake or a movie themed one. I am such a big geek
when it comes to these things and get far too excited!
I don’t mind doing the cartoony cakes like Peppa Pig as they are nice and
bright but I REALLY would prefer, just once that some one asked for Peppa
Pig as a Zombie ;)
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If you weren’t making cakes now, what do you
think you would be doing?
To be honest I have no idea! I cannot do routine like a 9
to 5 job, I get bored very easily doing the same thing
day in day out! I have worked in a pet shop, a reptile
centre, been a cleaner, a barmaid, a machinist, a
market researcher, admin, a photographer and an avon
rep. To date, being a cake designer is the longest job I
have ever had and so far...I haven’t gotten bored yet!
Each cake is different; each day is different, so maybe
cakes has always meant to be?!

You sometimes make some very unusual cakes
(Zombie cakes being a good example). What is
the weirdest cake you have had to make?
LOL I always get this question....I suppose to everyone
the ‘weirdest’ cake has been the zombie
Apocalypse wedding cake I made for the
most awesome couple ever! But to me...it
isn’t weird or unusual...it’s normal! ha ha!
I’m a horror fan so I’ve made a few horror
wedding cakes which everyone may think
is a bit weird, but I can tell you they were
remembered and photographed WAY more
than a cake with flowers on ;)

What has been the highlight
of your career to date?
Too many! I just feel incredibly
lucky to have achieved
anything! From each share of
a cake on my Facebook page
right upto tv appearances
and collaborations each one is a huge
achievement and I
could not be more
thankful for it.

When you were 5 what did you want to
be?

I wanted to work in a zoo feeding the
sealions and giraffes! It’s funny I would go
on to work in a pet shop and a reptile centre
with smaller animals and then eventually
get MARRIED in a zoo!

When you are 75 what would you like
to be able to say about your life and
career?
I would just LOVE to be able to recall some
really random stories when I’m older. Luckily
they are piling up already and I plan to
continue!
‘Can you remember the time we made 100
cakes from Tim Burton films’...’and the time we decorated that lifesize baby
elephant cake and made an edible jungle!’ ..’and then there was the time I
posed with a horror legend and a cupcake!’
And if I can still control my bladder at that age whilst telling these stories it
would be a bonus ;)

Have you ever had any disasters with your cakes?
There have been a few *shifty eyes*
I did make a standing ‘Murray the Mummy’
cake for my son once, but I was in a rush
to get it finished because his birthday
is always the same week as Cake
International!
The Mummy stood for an entire day, but the
night before his birthday it fell flat on its face!
When my son Kai got up in the morning we told him
Murray had ‘farted and blew himself over’ in the middle
of the night. He still believes me to this day....such a bad
mother ha ha.

You are constantly juggling lots of things – how do
you manage to keep all the balls in the air?
I would like to know the answer to this too...I would
make a good clown! I might have dropped a few
balls in my time...
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What do you do to relax?
Ahhhhh that word...RELAX, I think I heard it a few years
ago but forgotten it’s meaning! ;)
When I do eventually get the day off I like
catching up with some films and eating
popcorn, pulling pranks on my poor easily
scared husband or taking a trip to Blackpool
to blow away the cobwebs at the seaside.

by Tracey Rothwell,
Little Cherry Cake Company

What advice would give to someone
wanting to make new and original
novelty cakes?
Remember nothing is too random,
usually the most random cakes
are the best! Just jot things down
on paper that enter your head,
jumble them together and RUN
WITH IT!

What would you say
are the secrets to a
great cake making
business?
Have fun :D If your not having fun doing
your job then it’s not worth it! We all
know what happens at the end (sorry to
take it down a morbid route!) so have
as much fun as possible and spread
smiles with your creations. It also
helps if your a tad crazy too.

What you need:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

With thanks to Tracey Rothwell of
the Little Cherry Cake Company

Optional
• Other coloured sugarpaste
• Shape cutters flower/ bow etc.
• Black colouring gel/ paste
m
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Get it

WANT TO LEARN HOW TO MAKE AMAZING CAKES LIKE TRACEY?
Tracey Rothwell with be joining the team of Online Tutors at
Pretty Witty Cakes this year and filming projects for you to learn.
To become a member of the Pretty Witty Cakes Online Tutorials CLICK HERE.

Dark beige sugarpaste
Small amount of black sugarpaste
Small amount of white sugarpaste
Half a foam ball/ Polystyrene ball or domed
surface
Craft knife/ Exacto knife
Dresden tool
Small rolling pin
Circle cutter approx. 6.5cm
Fine paintbrush and water

CLICK

For many of the items you need for this tutorial, click here
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1

2

6 You can use any domed shape, like a polystyrene
ball balanced in a mug, an upside down foam
apple tray or the lid of a cupcake pod. I used to
use the cupcake pods until I learned of the foam
balls from a lovely cakey friend Sam of The Magical
Cupcake Company. The benefit of the foam balls
is that they are cheap, you can cut them in half
to create many more, and they are ‘breathable’,
meaning the whole fondant disk dries equally, no
sticky patches underneath like you could get with
the pods!

1 & 2 If you already have beige sugarpaste you can skip this step!
I have a few odd colours lying around so I created beige by mixing a small amount of brown
with white. Once those are combined I add in a small amount of yellow.
7
3

4

7 Take a small ball of black
3 You can of course do the same with gel/
paste colours.

8

4 Roll out your beige sugarpaste (using
icing sugar if it sticks!) and cut out a
circle with your circle cutter.
9

8 Flatten it slightly with your palm and
tease it into a soft triangle shape.

10

5
5 This where the foam ball comes in! The
half ball helps you create that domed
shape, allowing you to make many
toppers in advance.
9 Position it onto your circle so the top of
the triangle is near the centre of the face.
Stick down with a little water.

10 With your craft/exacto/sharp knife
cut in 2 hook shapes from the top of the
triangle.
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11

12

17

11 & 12 Join the hooks up with a slightly curved cut and add a small vetical line. From
the bottom of the vertical line you are then going to cut a semi-circle shape to make the
mouth.
Make little holes underneath the nose for whisker marks with the tip of your knofe.

17 Flatten them out with your fingertip
or ball tool.

13

19

13 Roll a sausage of beige sugarpaste
and gently roll the ends to create points.

15

15 Pull the ends of the sausages down
around the mouth and tuck them
underneath. Stick with water if needed.

14

14 Lay the centre of the sausage above
the nose.

16

16 Roll 2 small black balls and add them
above the sausage..

19 Add this above the eyes with some
water.

21

21 Also smooth down the sides as much
as you can - don’t worry too much about
the area above the eyes as we are going
to be adding eyebrows!

18

18 Take more of your beige sugarpaste
and create a long flat sausage shape.

20

20 With your dresden tool start dragging
the edges down and blend into the face.

22

22 You can of course omit this step of
adding the forehead. I just like to do this
as it seems a more Pug-like shape!
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23

23 With more beige roll two small tapered
sausages for eyebrows.

25

24

24 Stick these above the eyes with water
and curve them around.

26

29

29 Stick it onto the head with some more
water. Report to make a second ear - fold
the other way.

30

30 Almost done! All you need to do now
is add little white balls to the pupils.
You have a pug cupcake topper! And with
those foam balls you can make more and
let them all dry in advance!

31
31 Once your favourite cupcake recipe has
cooled, pipe a nice big blob buttercream into
the centre and gently set your Pug head onto
it. Press down in a swirling motion to settle
the buttercream up into the dome.
You can also add other little details to your
pug if you like!

25 Add the Pug’s wrinkles and creases
with the dresden tool.

26 On the muzzle, eyeborws, head and
cheeks.

Extra design ideas
27

27 With more black sugarpaste squash a
ball into a long thin triangle shape.

28

28 Turn it around so the point is facing
upwards, then pull the point down to fold
it over on itself to create an ear.

32

32 Add a rose! This little rose was made
with pale pink sugarpaste in a mould.

33

33 A bow! This was made in hot pink, a
rectangle pinched in the middle and a ball
added to the centre.
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34

34 An orange flower cut with a small
blossom cutter and a ball of yellow for
the centre.
36

35

35 To make a bandana roll out some red
and cut out a long slim ‘lemon’ shape.

40

40 To add more detail you can use some
black gel/paste colouring to paint on
some mini pirate-y skulls!

37
42

36 Attach it to his head BEFORE adding
the ears.

38

38 To add a knot, roll two small teardrop
shapes in red, and squash them together
at the top.

37 You can of course leave it like this to
look like a comical Pug in a swimming hat.

39

39 Add it underneath the ear with a little
water and a ball of fondant over that. Feel
free to add some crease marks in with
your knife.

42 How about a Princess Pug with a
crown?
Roll out some yellow sugarpaste and cut
out a point.

41

41 Yar-Har!!! Pirate Pug!
You can also change the colour of his
bandana and create different styles by
painting, or using an impression mat.
43

43 Cut out 2 more smaller points at either
side and a short strip.
45

44

44 Attach it to your Pug’s head with
water, again BEFORE you add the ears. If
your points need a bit of support you can
roll up some kitchen paper and place it
underneath.

45 All that is left is to add the ears and
decorate your crown. Pretty Princess Pug!
Many thanks to Tracey Rothwell from
Little Cherry Cake Company
www.facebook.com/littlecherrycakecompany
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Tell us a little about you and your background?
After spending 2 years at Art College studying Textiles &
Surface Pattern I was fortunate to be offered the role of
Junior at a local Graphic Design studio. I spent the next
12 years working in the Graphic Design industry working
my way through the ranks to eventually become Creative
Director. After holding this position for a few years I
had my daughter and decided to work part-time to
enjoy the best of both worlds! Then almost 3 years
later my little boy came along. During my pregnancy
I was made redundant, and what could’ve been a
career disaster turned out to be the best thing to
have happened to me…
At this point I decided to become a Freelance Designer
and managed to keep many of my existing clients, so
PeachPlum Creative was born - my 3rd baby! With a
young family I was finding ‘office hours’ increasingly
difficult to work around, I wanted something that
was flexible and could fit in around children and life.
As I’d always been creative and have a love of baking
I decided to combine the two. Using my skills as a
designer I was able to brand my business, produce
my own website and set up my social media, all costing very
little, just some insider knowledge!

How long have you been making cakes and what
triggered your interest?
I’ve been making cakes professionally for about 4
years. I’d never ventured into the realms of creative
cake decorating before but I was an avid baker! I’d
always made stuff… whether it was papier mache
boxes and mirrors, or FIMO photo frames and
Christmas decorations… this was just a different
medium to work with.
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I think, like most cake artists, it starts when you’re
searching for that perfect cake for your children’s birthday.
I managed to find a lady who made cakes locally and used
her for a couple of years… then I decided to have a go
myself. My daughter’s first ‘homemade’ cake was made
using the Wilton Giant Cupcake Pan; a Fairy Toadstool
House surrounded by coordinating cupcakes of ladybirds
and flowers, but I forgot to ice the board- cardinal sin
and now my pet hate! This set up has now become my
signature style known as ‘Big Cake Little Cakes’, by far my
most requested presentation!

In your job as a graphic designer, you have learnt a
lot of Photoshop and other skills. Do you think this is
important for cake makers to learn these days?
With regards to photographing my own cakes, it definitely
helps to have good knowledge of photo editing software.
I’ve seen some great cakes where poor photographs really
lets them down. Lighting and background is the key to
a great photo! If you can’t achieve it naturally, which is
often difficult on a dull day, it helps to have the ability to
manipulate the image digitally.
Graphic design skills have saved me £1,000s in the set up of both my
businesses and have taken the risk factor away… it didn’t cost me anything
to create my brand and my website, this is usually an expensive start up
cost. I also create all of my own advertising, whether its adverts for local
press, pop up banners for exhibitions, leaflets and brochures.

timetables, scheduling, making sure everything is in and ready to start… I’m
not a great fan of that aspect but I do love the actual teaching, spending the
day with like minded individuals, having a giggle in a friendly environment,
helping develop skills - it definitely beats the solitary confinement that can be
my kitchen!

What advice would you give someone who wanted to make novelty
cakes for a career?
Lots of planning in advance. Allow yourself enough time to produce every
aspect of your creation, consider drying times so your models are perfectly
formed. I sketch out every single cake, cupcake, cookie and cake pop on to an
A4 sheet of paper and then get my crayons out, so I
know exactly what I’m doing.
Another key factor in having a successful career in
this industry is to charge correctly, work out your
costs, your hourly rate, your profit margins - which will
be dependent upon your target market - and charge
enough to make a profit, it is a business after all! I am
shocked by the amount of people who charge so low
they can only be covering their costs, if that. Obviously
if it’s a hobby that’s your choice but if it’s a career you’re
after, you have to start the way you mean to go on!

What is the most memorable novelty cake you
have ever made?
It has to be the Beatrix Potter cupcakes, the public
feedback on 5 little cupcakes was phenomenal, then
went viral within hours. Even now, when posted on
Social Media they generate an amazing response, that’s
why they were an obvious choice to teach at my new
Cake School.

You make wedding cakes, cupcakes and teach
- so there are lots of balls to juggle with your
business. Which part of your business takes
up the most time?

What is the most difficult cake order you have ever had?

It always surprises me how long it can take to make
a box of 12 novelty cupcakes - I’m sure I can create
a fabulous Wedding Cupcake Tower in the same
time. I spend lots of time on the design aspect of
every cake, this is something people don’t always
realise when I price up a cake, it’s not just the
physical time spent baking and creating, it’s the
research and development of a bespoke theme, it
can take hours.
When it comes to teaching, there is so much
planning that goes into every class. Working out

I still have nightmares about a particular cake, it was quite early on in my career
so I was lacking experience and didn’t plan enough. I was asked to make a
birthday cake as a replica of the recipient’s White Van. “Fine, no problem” I
thought. I baked it in the wrong sponge, far too light and fluffy, didn’t let it
settle long enough at all, wasn’t in my ‘ganaching’ phase then so it was all
buttercream. I was up until about 3.30am on that cake and, I’m not going to
lie, there were a few tears. The end result wasn’t bad, just not up to my own
high standards that I set myself. The heart warming thing was that I offered the
customer a huge discount as I wasn’t totally happy with the overall finished
result, but she refused as she really loved it AND came back for more cake! It
all turned out ok in the end but I definitely learnt a lot of lessons on that cake.
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You have a very clean and fun style. Did this come naturally
or did you try out a few difficult styles when you first started
making cakes?
My style has developed organically, it’s not been a conscious
decision. Most of my cakes are quite brightly coloured and
coordinated to the tiniest detail, probably stems from my graphic
design background where attention to detail is paramount. I can’t
bare to see rough edges or marks and cracks in sugarcraft work, I
do like it all neat and tidy!

Where do you get your inspiration for your designs from?
Inspiration comes from everywhere, it could be fabrics and textiles,
magazines, books and the internet. I’m a huge fan of Pinterest, I’m
definitely an obsessive pinner!! I have to have 2 separate accounts
as there would just be too many boards on my business one if not.
I make moodboards for some cakes and then sketch out my ideas
from that.

What do you think the secret to your success is?
Hard work, dedication and a little bit of luck.

You have a young family to juggle - do you find getting the work/
play balance difficult or something you have conquered? How do you
manage to juggle all in your life?
I tend to have spells of getting the balance right, followed by spells of getting
it so wrong! I’m usually pretty good at scheduling my cake orders along with
my graphics projects. I like to plan ahead and know what I’m up to a couple
of weeks in advance. I have a Weekly Schedule sheet that I created, with
breakdowns of Morning - Afternoon - Evening, then I fill it in, planning what
I’m going to do each day in order to meet my weekly deadlines… always
trying to keep the ‘Evening’ slot free!
It’s usually my lovely clients that throw a spanner in the works,
whether they’re adding 24 cupcakes to an order or requesting to
collect a day early… my schedule is super tight so not usually much
room for manoeuvre, but I’m not so good at saying ‘no’, one of my
lessons to learn!
This year, I’d made a New Year’s Resolution to stop working after
7pm, but due to the opening of my Cake School in May it didn’t
last long! By early February I was back either in the kitchen or on my
iMac planning classes, designing cakes or creating my new website
into the early hours. It is a big push now to get everything up and
running - it will be so worth it in the end.
I’m also very fortunate to have Stu, a very supportive other half who

works unusual hours too, we work well together making sure one of us is
always there for the children, picking them up from school, getting dinner
ready, ferrying them to and from the ridiculous amounts of clubs they both
attend. I can’t wait for the day that when they go to bed at night, I can sit
on the sofa and get through my mountain of Sky+ favourites instead of
heading back to my post!

During any career, there are always highs and lows. What has been
the biggest lesson you have learnt in cake making?
Remember the Van cake I mentioned earlier? Such a stressful evening that
could’ve been avoided by more knowledge and planning. If I had gone on a
few courses instead of trying to teach myself everything I would’ve saved
myself the stress. I definitely learnt on the job - which isn’t for the faint
hearted!

What would you say is the secret of a great cake making business?
Never letting a product, whether it’s a wedding cake, a box of cupcakes,
some cookies or cake pops - never let anything leave your kitchen
unless you’re totally happy with it. Always use the finest ingredients
available to you and offer great customer service. It’s your reputation
on the line, after all. In this industry, the main source of advertising
is word-of-mouth, if your customer is happy they will tell all of their
friends, who will then come to you, and then when they’re happy
they tell all of their friends… you see how it grows! This is great
if what they’re saying is all positive, imagine how terrible if they
weren’t totally happy! I would say 70% of my orders are from
referrals and return bookings, and 30% is from Social Media and
my website.

What do you do in your free time? (If you have any!)
I love to get outside in the elements, cycling, maybe running
if I’m feeling super healthy. A 1 hour catch up with friends
for a coffee can do wonders for re-energising the soul.
Spending a morning in the woods at Bewilderwood with
my family, zipping down the zip wires, going down the
slides in a sack then having an ice cream. I love it when
we’re all home at the same time on a Sunday, Stu will
cook a lovely Sunday lunch and we’ll flop out on the sofa
and watch a film with popcorn, it’s a rare occurrence,
but when it happens... it’s bliss :)

With thanks to Sam Douglass of Scrumptious
Buns
www.scrumptiousbunscakeschool.co.uk
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by Sam Douglass
Scrumptious Buns

Sylvia is a magical, lilac unicorn with a
shimmering pink and purple mane. She is
made of modelling paste and would love
a family of unicorns to accompany her on
her magical adventures, so experiment
with other colours and lots of shimmer and
sparkle to create her a family!

1 Roll an oval ball of modelling
paste for Sylvia’s body, and
insert a glued cocktail stick into
the top.
4

2 Roll 2 balls for her legs.

5

1 Roll the balls into sausage
shapes and taper at one end,
using the surface of your work
board to flatten the ‘feet’.
6

Equipment Needed:

m
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Get it

• Fondant or modelling paste
– 200 grams
• Grape violet or other purple
colour paste
• Cocktail sticks
• Scalpel knife
• Ball tool
• Paint brush
• Red metallic paint or lustre
dusts
• Dresden tool
• Smile tool
• Cotton wool
• Set of small circular cutters
• Pink colour paste
• Lilac lustre dust
• Clear alcohol
• Silver metallic paint
• Star cutters
• Black lustre dust

CLICK

For many of the items you need for this tutorial, click here

4 Attach her legs with a little
warm boiled water. Bend one
leg at the knee and support
until dry
7

7 Make sure the thin end is nice
and narrow and long enough to
start at her ‘shoulder’ and reach
the work board. Attach with
warm, boiled water.

5 Paint a cute pattern on
Sylvia’s tummy, using either
ready made metallic paints, or
lustre dusts mixed with clear
alcohol.
8

8 Roll an oval, smaller than the
body, for Sylvia’s head.

6 Make the front legs in the
same way you made the back
legs, following Steps 2 & 3.

9

9 Paint a small amount of water
onto the cocktail stick and
around the neck area, leave
it for a bit to become tacky,
attach the head.
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10

11

10 Using a small ball tool, make
the hole for the magical horn.

13

12

11 Roll 2 small balls for the ears.

14

7

13 Indent into the teardrop as
shown.

16

16 Attach a flattened ball of
pale lilac to the muzzle.

12 Flatten and shape with your
fingers, to make a teardrop
shape.

15

19

19 Using a smaller ball tool,
indent the eyes.

22

20

20 If necessary, support the
weight of the head with a ball
of cotton wool.

23

21
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21 Now to make the Magical
Horn. Roll a thin sausage of
white modelling paste.

24

8

14 Using a little water, nip the
ends together and trim to give
a flat edge.

17

17 Using the bone tool, feather
the edges to make it appear
fluffy.

15 Attach to Sylvia’s head with
a little water, again allow to go
tacky first.

18

18 Using the tools shown,
indent the nostrils and the
smile.

22 Start to coil the sausage.

25

25 Cut out enough circles for
the feet… I did a spare, just in
case!

23 Keep coiling and spiralling until
you have Sylvia’s horn. Set aside to
dry as this needs to be super firm
before attaching. Make sure it fits
into the hole that you’ve indented
on the head.
26

26 Cut the centres out and
trim a bit to make a horseshoe
shape, indent little dots with a
tool similar to the picture.

24 Using a small circle cutter,
measure against the feet to
choose the correct size for the
shoes.
27

27 Leave to dry a little, once
firm, but not too stiff that they
don’t move, attach to the feet.
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28

29

30

37

38

39
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13

28 Attach the horn.

31

29 Roll random sausages
tapering at the ends and curling

32

7

31 Curl up at the ends.

34

30 Attach to the back of the
hear and through between the
ears

33

37 Mix a little lilac lustre with
clear alcohol.

40

38 Paint onto the muzzle.

41

39 & 40 Using ready made
silver metallic paint, paint the
horseshoes.

42

8

32 Do the same with hot pink.

35

33 Roll various shapes and
curls.

36

41 Roll out some thin yellow
modelling paste, about 1mm.

43

42 Cut out stars in graduating
sizes.

44
44 Tip a small amount of black
lustre onto some kitchen
paper. Using a soft brush, dab
off most of the excess onto the
paper.

34, 35 & 36 Attach to Sylvia’s head. Continue with lots of strands in varying shades until you are
happy with the effect.

43 Paint the stars with a little
water and sprinkle a little yellow
glitter on to the wet surface.
Allow to dry.
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a Kenwood
Mixer!

45 Carefully dust into the nooks and crannies to give shadow
definition… remember, less is most definitely more… you can
add but you can’t take away, you don’t want to ruin it now!
Paint pink shimmer onto the pink strands of her mane.
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Why not enter our competition this month
for an “Vintage Style Cake”.
To Enter, all you have to do is:
• Submit a photo of an VINTAGE STYLE CAKE that you have
made.

46

• Your cake can be decorated any way you like but must be
Vintage in style.
• You only need to send a photo not the cake.

The Prize
• A state of the art Kenwood Stand Mixer.
• A coveted Pretty Witty Cakes Award to take home.
• 500 Reward points to add to their Members Account
(applicable only to a Members). To find out more about
Membership and what it offers, click here.
• A feature about their winning entry in the Magazine,
Forums and/or Facebook Page.

CLICK HERE TO ENTER NOW!
or visit our Competitions page for further details

46 Ta da! Sylvia the Unicorn is complete… now make many more in magical
colours… and name them, of course!
With thanks to Sam Douglass of Scrumptious Buns
www.scrumptiousbunscakeschool.co.uk
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4. Don’t undercook your cupcakes

5. Leave the Cupcakes in the baking tray for a short period

1. Fill your cupcake cases properly

There is no place in a cupcake kitchen for a plastic container! If
you store a finished cupcake in an airtight plastic tub, the case
will almost always peel. Instead put your finished cupcakes in a
cardboard cake box (the same one you are using to give them
away would be fine).

Make sure you fill your cupcakes with enough mixture. A flat topped
cupcake is usually only filled half way up. You will get used to your
oven and how far your cakes rise as different ovens will produce
different results. Keep an eye on the heights the first few times you
bake and if they are a bit low, slightly increase the amount of mixture
you put in the cupcake cases. Top Tip – use an ice cream scoop like
those in the Pretty Witty Cakes’ shop to fill your cases.

2. Always beat your butter and sugar separately
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Cupcake Cases
from £2.64

When making your cupcakes, make sure you beat the butter and sugar
on its own before you add any other ingredients. In fact, we usually
beat the butter alone and then add the sugar and beat again. This
makes the butter very soft and the combined butter and sugar very
fluffy. We have found this consistently helps with peeling cupcake
cases.

3. Make sure your oven is the right temperature
Most domestic ovens are not 100 per cent accurate in their
temperature recording so make sure you use an oven thermometer
to test your oven temperature. This is a small shelf thermometer that
sits on the oven shelf and reads the temperature inside the oven. You
may be surprised to see that this often varies dramatically from what
the dial on the outside of the oven says! You can buy these in the
Pretty Witty Cakes’ shop.

When the cupcakes come out of the oven, don’t leave them
cooling in the tray for too long. This will build up steam around
the side of the cupcake cases which can then cause the cupcake
case to peel away. Take the cakes out as soon as you can pick
them up and let them cool on a baking tray

6. Avoid tupperware at all costs!

Foil Cupcake Cases
from £3.65
Ge

One of the most common questions that I am asked about cake
making and cake decorating is “Why do my cupcake cases peel?” As
far as I know, no one has ever come up with a scientific explanation
for this. However, there is nothing worse than baking a batch of 24
cupcakes which come out of the oven and then 10 minutes later all
the cases have peeled away! So, here is our check list of steps we
take to try and prevent this happening to your cupcakes:

By Suzi Witt
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Top Tips to prevent your
cupcake cases peeling

Make sure you don’t under cook your cupcakes. We cook our
vanilla cupcakes for 19 minutes and chocolate cupcakes for
23 minutes. Lemon cupcakes are cooked for 22 minutes. The
cooking time therefore depends on the cupcake. If you undercook
a cupcake, the case is more likely to peel away.

7. Don’t keep your cupcakes in the fridge

There is no need to keep a cupcake in the fridge. This will cause
it to dry out. It is best to store them (once iced) in a cool room
or a cupboard in a card box. The best boxes to use are cake or
cupcakes boxes which are not 100% air tight.

8. Be careful with freezing cupcakes

You can freeze cupcakes pre icing them with buttercream. If you
do this, always make a few extra cakes as the defrosting process
can sometimes cause a wrapper to come away.

9. Can you repair a peeling case?

If a cupcake case only peels slightly, you can fix this by “sticking”
it together when you flat ice the cupcake. Be careful with the
pressure when you do this as too much pressure on your palette
knife will cause the cake case to peel away.
To watch a video of how to make the perfect flat top cupcakes
see HERE:

Our shop ships good around the world on a daily basis so you can order from most countries

3D Bride Cake Tutorial
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by Gonzuela Bastarache
KupKake Tree

This is a really simple tutorial that requires very little actual cake carving as the metal bowl or ball pan
is going to give the “bell shape” to the dress skirt already. You can customize the bride however you’d
like once you have the basic body and dress shape formed.
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Get it

TOOLS:
2 pans - 3” high 8 inch round cake pan
Metal bowl or round ball pan
Gel food colouring
1 ball of white fondant
Gum paste (Florist paste)
Icing spatula
Fondant or pizza cutter
Zig zag cutter
Food grade paintbrush
Petal or lustre dust, vodka or extract

CLICK

For many of the items you need for
this tutorial, click here

Note: The bride’s head and body can be done
in advance to save time when decorating and
arms can be added once ready to position.
Preparation time: 20-30 minutes
Baking time: 40 minutes plus 1 to 2 hours for
cake cooling
Decoration time: 2 hours
Number of servings: 40
For the cake:
2 batches your choice of cake
Filling of your choice
For the frosting:
2 batch of Buttercream Frosting
For the decorations:
Food colouring gel in various shades
1 to 2 batches marshmallow fondant
Powdered icing sugar/corn starch to dust
surface 12” long wooden dowel Petal or
lustre dust
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MAKING THE CAKE

3

3 To finish the skirt cake, roll out a large circle of fondant
and use a zig zag cutter to make frills around the entire
outer edge.

Preheat the oven 350 degrees F (176°C - 180°C). Grease the 8” cake pan and metal bowl and
sprinkle with flour. Set pans aside.

Ensure that the fondant is large enough to cover the
entire cake and still have a bit of hang around the bottom
to look like fabric.

In a large mixing bowl prepare your choice cake batters as per recipe directions.
Pour cake batter into the prepared pans and bake for approximately 30 to 40 minutes or until
a cake tester or toothpick inserted in the centre comes out clean.

Gently roll a large balling tool all along the outer edge to
ruffle the edges of the circle.

Let cakes cool in their pans for 10 minutes, and then invert the cakes onto a cooling rack to cool
completely. If the edges are sticking you can run a knife around the edges for easier release.
Level the tops of the cakes.

Drape the rounded piece of white fondant over the cake
leaving the fondant slightly shorter in the front.
About 3 to 4 inches of the cake should still be visible at
the bottom.

DECORATING THE CAKE
1

1 Start with levelled 8” cake and cut into 2 sections and
add desired filling in between each layer.

4

If using fillings other than buttercream remember to make
“dam” to hold in filling. Insert 4 plastic dowels and trim
them to the height of the 8” cake.
Cut a piece of cardboard or a styrofoam plate to the cake
diameter (if using cardboard cover in plastic wrap) and
place on top.

4 Starting from the centre, smooth out the fondant and
arrange the pleats of the skirt evenly.
Scrunch up the centre of the fondant that will be the skirt.

Torte the second bell shaped cake that was baked in the
metal bowl and stack the cake right side-up with the
“hump” facing upward on top of the bottom cake.

Set cake aside.

Carve the cake top to slightly taper and round the shape
even further if desired.
MAKING THE HEAD AND TORSO
2

2 Cover the cake with a thin crumb coat of frosting and
refrigerate for approximately 1 hour or until crumb coat is
slightly firm.
Once crumb coat is set add a second 1/8 “ coat of frosting
to the cake.

5
5 Tint a ball of gumpaste to the desired shade. Make a
ball about 2 inches in diameter and insert the end of the
dowel into the ball.
Use a piece of gum paste to make the torso and neck and
push onto the dowel as well.
Define the bride’s body by rolling the mid-section with
your fingers to give it a more defined waistline. Shape
the neck and shoulders and smooth out any lumps with a
little shortening if necessary.
Insert the end of the dowel onto a Styrofoam block to
hold it up while sculpting the face.
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6

6 Work quickly and apply shortening as necessary to keep
the gum paste moist and prevent an “elephant skin” from
forming on the figure.

9
9 Make 2 small ovals of white gumpaste to fit flush into the
socket. Use a small amount of tylo glue to attach the eyes
into the sockets.

When sculpting faces keep in mind that the proportions
of the head can be divided horizontally into four equal
quarters: The first from the top of the head to the hairline,
the second from the hairline down to the eyes in the
centre of the head, the third contains the eyes (which are
usually level with the ears), and the bottom of the nose
(which is roughly level with the ear lobes).

Use another white piece of gum paste to create a long roll for
the teeth. Roll it back and forth between your fingers to thin
out the piece to the desired thickness and thin out the ends
to gradual points.
Gently push it into the hole you’ve created for the mouth pushing deeper into the corners to keep a rounded shape for
the face. Use your fingers to pull out and shape the chin,
shape the jawline, and define the cheeks.

The forth goes from the base of the nose to the chin with
the mouth sitting just above the halfway mark. Begin
by making 2 indents to make eye sockets by using your
thumbs or a large balling tool.
7

7 Rough out the shape the face to get an idea of where
the facial features will fall.
Use your fingers to make indentations around the nose
area, shape the chin and cheeks.

10 Next use the Dresden tool to pull the edges of the flesh
toned gumpaste slightly over the edges of the white gum paste
eyes and teeth to create eyelids and lips. Pull the gum paste
gently and carefully to shape the eyelid in an almond shape.
When forming the lips push the upper lip upward in a horizontal
motion to shape the lip - focusing on more thickness in the
centre and tapering out towards the edges.

10

Don’t forget to create a small divot in the centre above the top
lip from underneath the nose to the top of the lip to create a
more heart shaped lip line.
Indent the nostrils using the Dresden tool by pulling outward
and to the sides to shape the nostril area. Using the dresden or
your fingernail, shape the outside of the nostril giving it a more
defined and rounded appearance.
11

8
8 Use a dresden tool to push the gum paste to the centre
and create a mound that you can build up and shape in to
a nose. Push in around the sides of the nose and mouth
area to extend the mound.
While you are doing this you can shape the surrounding
cheek area as well. Using the Dresden tool, create a
“pocket” in each eye socket to insert the eyes and create
a pocket to form a mouth.
The points of the mouth should fall in line with where you
plan to put the pupils of brides eyes.

11 Now that the base of the figure is complete, insert the
doweled head and torso into the centre of the skirt cake.

Q

Use another smaller dowel to make a leg by rolling a sausage
shape of flesh tones gum paste covering about 3 inches of
the dowel and then taper it to look like a calf and foot with an
ankle by pinching gently at the points you’d like to taper and
slowly work the gum paste until the correct shape is achieved
and smooth.
Add a small white shoe with a strap out of white fondant to
the foot by cutting a small “C” shaped piece of fondant and
wrap around the foot, then making a small sausage roll for the
strap and attaching both with a small amount of tylo glue.
Insert the leg into cake and slightly off to either the right or
left depending on the direction you pointed the toes.
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12 Next finish the front of the dress cake but making a
fondant crinoline. Begin cutting 1 inch strips of fondant
about 8 inches in length (or longer depending on the width
of the open space you left initially).
Use a zig zag cutter to add a jagged edge to one side of each
fondant strip. Use a large balling tool to ruffle the zig zag
ends.
Begin placing the strips from the bottom up on the exposed
buttercream, pressing in to secure the pieces to the cake. You
can run a thin line of tylo glue with a small paint brush along
the top of each strip to adhere it to the strip that goes on
top.
Lift the skirt at the edges and tuck the crinoline strips slightly
under the fondant skirt.
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15
15 Apply tylo glue over the head and begin attaching the
hair. You can use one solid piece of fondant in your choice of
colour or attach it in parts depending on the style you’d like
to create.
Roll out a piece of fondant in the desired hair colour and
make a thick flat oval. Place it on top of the head so that the
edge touches where you want the hairline to begin. Use a
toothpick or dresden tool to indent lines all over the hair to
look like strands of hair. Continue to style from there - you
can choose whatever hairstyle you’d like!
If desired add a veil to the bride by attaching a piece of fondant
at the top of the hair. You can repeat the ruffling effect to the
veil as well to match the dress.

13
13 Once the skirt is complete do the same ruffling process on a
strip of fondant about 2 to inches in height and about 5 inches
in diameter.
Ruffle one edge and wet the back with a small amount of tylo
glue. Wrap around the bodice and trim the back. Make a belt
out of fondant to wrap around the bodice and hid the join seem
to the dress skirt.
You can further customize the dress and add any details that
you would like.

14
14 Next add arms to the bodice by rolling out 2 thin flesh
coloured sausages, pinching lightly and rolling between your
fingers at the location you would like to make a wrist indent
and hand, then move up and do the same to the location
you’d like to make an elbow. Roll the gum paste back and
forth to taper the arms and then create a bend at the elbow.
Pinch out the elbow to create a bit of a “point” to define the
elbow.
Apply a small amount of tylo glue to the bodice at the top
where the shoulder would be and attach both arms. Hold
firmly to secure. Once attached, cut a strip of fondant and
repeat the ruffling process to one side. Fold it almost in half
and wrap around the shoulders to hide the point where the
arms and body have been attached. Position the hands to
look like the bride if lifting her short to shoe of her shoe over
the centre of the fondant that has been previously scrunched.

16

16 To complete the face on the figurine use
a fine tipped paint brush to paint on pupils
add white highlights to each eye and use a
black or brown to add eye lashes and paint
on lips.
Use petal dust and a small paint brush to
create an eyeshadow using a mix of browns,
purples, and a pearl sheen to highlight the
brow bone. Use a bit of coral or pink petal
dust to add rosiness to the cheeks.
You can also paint the nails and add whatever
further finishing details you’d like!

With thanks to Gonzuela Bastarache
of KupKake Tree
http://kupkaketree.com/
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A
A I used four sizes of Pyrex bowl: large (6-pint),
medium (4-pint), small (2-pint) and extra small
(1-pint). (If you have hemisphere pans, they
would be even better.)

by Rosie

I actually needed two of the medium-sized
bowls. I also used a good cake-release spray and
I cut circles of greaseproof baking paper to line
the bottoms of my bowls.

Cake Diva

B

B Grease the medium (4-pint) bowl well and
pop a disc of greaseproof paper inside. Then
put your first quantity of coloured batter for
the rainbow in the bowl. (The quantities I
used are listed at the end of this tutorial.)
D

I have made the rainbow with both a normal sponge recipe
and with a Madeira recipe. Both seemed to work well. I used
a 14-egg mix. (I made two batches) and I spread a basic
buttercream that I coloured sky blue between the rainbow
and the sky. (I have previously assembled the cake without the
buttercream … but I think it’s much better with a layer or two.)

D Press the newly greased bowl on top of the
batter. Keep the bowl central as you press
and allow the batter to push up around the
sides.

C

C Now you need to take another bowl and
grease the OUTSIDE of it really well. For
this particular stage I used another medium
bowl. It must be either the same-sized bowl
or the next size down. I’ll list the sizes I used
at the end of this tutorial.)
E

E Bake until the upper bowl comes away
cleanly and the cake is just done. You may
need to keep checking. (The baking times I
used are at the end of this tutorial.) Lift the
upper bowl away.
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F

G

J
J Now you have all your pieces, carefully trim
any outer discoloured cake whilst keeping
the bowl shape.
I assembled the three rainbow sets
using piping gel and spread sky coloured
buttercream between both sections of sky
and the rainbow.

F Put the next coloured batter over the cake.

G Again press down a well-greased bowl,
taking care to keep it even and central. Bake
the two layers together for the time specified
below

H
H Set aside and repeat the same process
with the other colours of the rainbow in
pairs (red-orange/yellow-green/blue-purple)
using same-size or smaller bowls as you go.
I call this a twiddle!

These are the quantities and timings that I used
but you MUST check your own timings as all
ovens are different and timings will also change
if you alter depending on the ‘depth’ of your
rainbow (i.e. how hard you press your inner
bowl in).
I baked at 175°C (350°F / Gas Mark 4)
Red: 450g batter in medium bowl with medium
upper bowl (25 mins).
Orange: 375g batter with medium upper bowl
(30 mins).
Yellow: 310g batter in medium bowl with small
upper bowl (15 mins).
Green: 275g batter with small upper bowl (20
mins).

I To do the sky, follow the same principle but
using the large bowl for the outside.

Blue: 260g batter in small bowl with extra small
upper bowl (15 mins).
Purple: 230g batter with extra small upper bowl
(20 mins).

Make sure that the second bowl you use is
the same bowl you used for the outer red.
You need to make sure that your batter
spreads all the way up the sides.

Upper Sky: 1200g batter in a large bowl with
medium upper bowl (45 mins).
Lower Sky: 200g batter in the extra small bowl
(25 mins).

If you fail to do that, you won’t have enough
‘sky’ to encase your rainbow. Also use the
extra small bowl to bake a little dome of blue
for the bottom of the sky.

You must, must, must check your own times.
Different colours seem to alter the baking times
of cake, so it’s always best to keep checking.

I

With thanks to Rose Dummer
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Animal Cake
Competition
Winner
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And the winner is....
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Ella
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Ella Pritchard,
Sugarella Cakes

We talked to Ella about her cake career and her competition win.
When deciding career paths at the age of 17, I decided against university and
went down the route of learning a skill. I trained as a chef and went on to work as
a private chef in a variety of households around the world and did 3 ski seasons
in Meribel.

This month our competition was about

Novelty Animal Cakes
Again we have had hundreds of entires from all over the
world with the winner with the winner being voted for by
the public...

I decided to create Sugarella Cakes, as I wanted to start to work from home and
for myself and I have always had a strong interest in baking and being creative.
I formed Sugarella Cakes at the end of 2012, and my website was launched at
the end of 2013.
I am working extremely hard to be successful, and the thrill of making a cake
and seeing the delight on your clients face is very rewarding. I hope to continue
to grow and am looking forward to the future success of Sugarella Cakes.
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How did it feel to win from so many entries across the world?
When I received the e mail saying I had been selected as a finalist for the competition
I was shocked! I knew that there would be a lot of entries, and I never thought I
would be a finalist, let alone the winner! I was absolutely delighted to win and it
has given me a huge amount of confidence. Makes all the hard work worthwhile!

What is your normal day job or is making cakes your full time profession?
Sugarella Cakes has my full time attention, but I do currently also work 3 days a
week for Tiger Recruitment, a lovely office in Jermyn Street in London, to support
me whilst I get fully set up and off the ground. This means working a lot of
weekends and late nights to fit everything in as I usually have a cake order every
week so I have to be very organised. At the moment, I do not have much time to
think about anything other than cakes! I am very ambitious and hope to be able
to make Sugarella Cakes my full time profession soon so I can commit more time
to achieving all my high goals and aims.
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Novelty Cake Competition
Just some of the entries!

Was your cake one of our favourites shown below?
To claim your badge for being features in issue 5 email
magazine@prettywittycakes.co.uk with the
Subject Field “Badge for me please!”.
Please state which page of the Magazine you were featured on. We
will then send you a badge to use on facebook, your website or
elsewhere.

How long have you been making cakes?
I attended my first Pretty Witty Cakes class in September 2012. I had never even
heard of florist paste back then and making a novelty animal figure was something
I could never imagine doing. Their classes are very thorough and informative and
gave me the confidence to get going with my cake business and so here I am
now!
I have trained and worked as a chef since I was 18, so the baking part is easy
for me and I am always complimented on not only the way the cake looks, but
also the way it tastes. The decoration part I am still learning about, but am a
perfectionist and so have worked hard at getting it right. I am now starting to see
improvements in my work and loving the cakes I now create.

Runners-up

ke Art

Custom Ca

Did your winning cakes get made for anyone special or is there a story
behind them?

Janine W

ilkins

The Peter Rabbit cake was for a first birthday party for my client’s son. They were
thrilled with the cake and I have received quite a few more orders through this
clients recommendations.

What advice would you give to anyone else who might want to enter to
win a Pretty Witty Cakes Award?
If you are pleased with your cake, then send in a photograph of it – you never
know where it might get you! I have been wishing for a Kenwood for the last 2
years but have always had other things to pay for, so have been making do with
my handheld mixer. Now I have this, I would never go back. It is amazing. Thank
you so much Pretty Witty Cakes and to everyone who voted for me!
With thanks to Ella Prichard of SugarElla Cakes,
Winner of the Pretty Witty Cakes Award for Best Novelty Cake 2014
www.sugarellacakes.co.uk
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Claire Adams
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Lucy Keele

Arpana Gemawat

Bearsted Baking Co.

Ani’s Cake Delights

Jo-Licious Cakes

Cake Canvas

Belinda Chenery

Bronte Bakes

Leah Hardy

Parkes Cakes

by Natasha
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Created By Diamonds
Cake of Art

Cake Artistry

by Halima

Cake by Lisa-Marie

Cake-a-Lu

Cup ‘N Cake

Daisychain Cupcakes

one

Cakes 4 Every

Darina Kelly

Cakes Unlimited of North Yorkshire

Dean Cakes
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Celebration Cakes & Sugarcr

Eleanor’s Cakes
Dee’licious & D’vin

e

Dreaming of a Cupcake

Ella Havell
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The Crafty Kitchen

The Gingerbread House
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Thank you to everyone who entered the competition.

Don’t forget to enter this month’s competition about “Vintage Cakes” HERE:
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1 Roll out your cookie mixture to the
thickness of marzipan spacers.
Cut out your balloon shapes and place on a
lined baking tray.
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Get it

Cookie Pop Top Tips
• Always add a strip to the back of your cookie
where the stick is to ensure they stay on the
sticks.
• Use a number 2 piping nozzle
• Always chill before baking
• Lift your nozzle high and let the icing line fall
when piping – you’ll have much more control.
• Use sauce bottles to flood your cookies – you
can keep these from drying out by placing a
damp cloth over the top
• Pop any bubbles with a cocktail stick
• After flooding, leave to dry overnight before
adding your detail lines.

CLICK

Royal Icing Top Tips
• LINE ICING – starting with stiff peak royal
icing, add a tiny amount of water at a time
and paddle through with your chosen colour.
Press your pallet knife into the icing and lift,
it should hold it’s shape but fall over into a
softer peak.
• FLOODING ICING – You will need to do this
in a bowl – add your royal icing and a small
amount of water at a time. Mix through gently
to avoid air bubbles. Your icing is ready
• EGG WHITE – We use a dried egg white
powder instead of fresh egg white for a safer
alternative in the commercial industry.

For many of the items you need for this tutorial, click here

2

2 Flip over your shapes.
Gently insert your cookie sticks into the
backs of the cookies.

3

4

3 Roll out some thin strips of cookie mix.
Press these onto the backs of the cookies,
where the sticks are.

4 Turn over your cookies and press down
gently to secure the strips onto the back of
your cookie pop.
Chill for 30 minutes. Bake in the oven for 15
minutes and leave to cool.

5

6

5 Using your number 2 nozzle and line icing,
pipe an outline onto each balloon cookie
pop.

6 Using your flooding icing, flood each
cookie within the piped outline
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8

Imogen Davison, Sugar Buttons Cakes

7 Use a cocktail stick to drag your flooding
icing to the edges.

9

8 Leave to dry for 24 hours. .

10

9 Pipe an outline in the same colour as the
flooding icing.

10 Add a white elongated triangle for the
“shadow” on the balloon. You can also add
a line across the bottom of the balloon to

You will need:

11 Leave to dry.
Add a ribbon bow to finish of leaves. Pipe leaves
in between the gaps to cover up the blobs.
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Many Thanks to Gemma of Love Cupcake & Cheri Bakewells
www.love-cupcake.co.uk

Cupcakes
Chocolate buttercream
Grass nozzle
Piping bag
White fondant (sugar paste)
Flower paste (gum paste)
Rolling pin
Small egg shaped object such as a lid
Dresden/veining tool
Ball tool
Bone tool
Ice Blue and Melon Sugarflair gel colours
Pearlescent Blue and Green, Moss Green and Jade
edible powder colour
Get it

11

CLICK

For many of the items you need
for this tutorial, click here
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1 Colour a small ball of white
fondant using ice blue gel colour.

2

2 Roll out the blue flower paste to
2mm thick.

3

10

11

12

3 Lay the blue flower paste over a
small egg shape such as a plastic
lid. .

10 Press eye sockets into the sides
of the head using the small end of
a bone tool.

11 Press nostrils into the front of
the face using a small ball tool.

12 Add a few wrinkles to the nose
using a veining tool.

4

5

6

13

14

15

4 Cut a random broken edge effect
round each of the eggs.

5 Leave to dry.

6 Colour a ball of white fondant
using melon and ice blue gel
colours.

13 Shape a ball of green fondant
into a mound to create the
dinosaur’s body.

14 Roll a small sausage of green
fondant and press down to create
a thinner section.

15 Flatten the thin part and cut a
V shape to create the dinosaur’s
little claws.

7

8

9

16

17

18

7 Roll 3 small balls of green
fondant. Shape the balls into a flat
ended egg shape then press into a
dinosaur head shape.

8 Using a knife, carefully cut a slit
into the head to make a mouth.

9 Lift up the top to create a slightly
open mouth.

16 Add the heads to the bodies
using a tiny bit of water or edible
glue. Press the arms to the sides of
the dinosaur bodies and bend the
claws forward.

17 Divide blue fondant into 3
pieces.

18 Roll the blue fondant into balls
then narrow the ends to create an
egg shape.
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20

21

28

29

30

19 Use Pearlescent Blue and
Green, Moss Green and Jade edible
powder colour.

20 Using a piece of kitchen roll as
a palette, apply the Jade and Moss
Greens to the dinosaurs using a
paint brush, blending as you go.

21 Add some pearlescent green
and blue to complete the effect.

28 Use a grass nozzle to pipe loose
twigs of chocolate buttercream all
over the top of the cupcakes.

29 Place the dinosaurs into the
half eggs using a small amount
of extra buttercream to stabilise
them. Then place all the toppers
onto your iced cupcakes.

30 Take a small ball of fondant,
flatten it and smooth it into a
point.
Use the end of a Dresden tool to
add a few notches in one side.

22

23

24

22 Carefully take the flower paste
egg shells off the lids and apply
pearlescent blue and a little Jade
green power to create a mottled
effect.

23 Create the same colour blend
on the solid eggs. Add some Pearl
dust to give more shine.

24 Colour all eggs, shells and
dinosaurs.

25

26

27

Many Thanks to Imogen
Davison of Sugar Buttons
Cakes
http://www.sugarbuttonscakes.com

Sugar Design offers sugar craft courses at all levels from beginners to advanced.
We specialize in the creation of sugar flowers but hold courses in all aspects of cake
decorating, including the basics, cupcakes and royal icing.

25 Roll some tiny eye balls out of
white fondant..

26 Press the white eye balls into
the eye sockets.

27 Use a black edible pen to add a
black pupil into the centre of the
eyeballs.

For a list of current and planned courses have a look at http://www.sugardesign.co.uk/
courses.html
Tel: 01353 776085 Mob: 07932 070706

Email: info@sugardesign.co.uk
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Patchwork Cutters
making cake decorating easy...
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Now

Fish Stencil
Set

by Tammy Barrett
Baker and Maker Cakes

Book 19

Make a Shed
Set

Briar Rose
Set

Subscribe to our free newsletter on our
website for all the latest news,
information and projects!

New we
bsite
coming
soon!
Unit 12 Arrowe Commercial Park,
Arrowebrook Road, Upton, Wirral
Tel: (0151) 678 5053
patchworkcutters@btconnect.com

www.patchworkcutters.com

In this tutorial, Tammy Barrett from Baker and Baker Cakes based in Staffordshire
shows you how to make these 4 very cute plant pot cakes.
Combining Novelty and Floral work this is a great project for anyone looking for
an alternative form of gift. These little pots can be used with flowers from spring,
summer, autumn or winter so are a year round cake design perfect for beginners
to make.
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1

1 To make the flowers for your plantpot
cupcakes you will need a large/ medium
daisy cutter, a large blossom cutter, a
Hydrangea cutter/mould and a leaf cutter.

3

3 Use the daisy cutters to cut out a large
and a medium for each flower.

2

2 Take your fondant and add a sprinkle of
Tylose powder, this will add strength to
the finished flowers to ensure they don’t
break while you are putting them into
position. Roll it out to approx 3/4mm in
thickness.
4

4 Place the large daisy onto a moulded
sponge and push gently in the centre to
give them a curved shape.

7

7 Use the blossom cutter and place onto
moulded sponge to dry.

9

8 Separate your remaining white fondant
and colour using Sugarflair colours Pink
and Baby Blue.
9

10

9 & 10 Cut out your Hydrangeas using the cutter and place onto the mould. For best
results use a good dusting of corn flour and press very gently on each corner.

11
5

8

12

6

5 & 6 Add a small amount of water or edible glue to the centre and gently place the
medium daisy on top, again pushing gently in the centre.

11 & 12 Pressing too hard can make the flowers too thin to be successfully removed from
the mould.
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13 Use the leaf cutter to cut out your
basic leaf shape.

15

15 To make the first style of roses, roll
several small balls of red fondant, again
adding Tylose for strength. Using your
finger gently squash them into a circular
shape ensuring you thin one edge using
your finger.
17

17 ... and squeeze the bottom together
to keep it in place.

14

14 Squeeze the end of the leaf gently
between your thumb and fingers to give
it a more natural shape.

16

16 Gently roll the petal up...

18

18 Using a small amount of edible glue
add layers of petals around the centre
until you are happy with the size. Gently
tease the edges of the petals so that they
are curved outwards.

19

19 For the second style of rose, roll a
small sausage shape and flatten with
your finger. Smooth and flatten one edge
so that it is very thin.

21

21 Use the end of a paintbrush to tease
the petals out.

23

23 Use a small paintbrush and take a
small amount of powder. Gently dust the
centre working gradually outwards.

20

20 Starting at one end roll the fondant
up. The trick is to try and do it loosely
while still applying pressure to the base.

22

22 To colour the centres of your flowers
use Egg Yellow, Pink and Ice Blue petal
dusts.

24

24 Add a small blob of glue and drop a
small edible pearl ball into the centres of
your flowers.
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25 To make the cupcakes use an extra
large cupcake case rather than the regular
size. This will ensure the cakes aren’t too
small and fiddly to decorate.

27

27 ... and level the tops.

29

29 ... and fill with Nutella chocolate
spread.

26

26 Using a sharp knife trim the edges of
your cakes...

28

28 For extra yummy indulgence use an
apple corer to take out the centre of your
cakes...

30
29

30 Using a palette knife, cover the sides of
your cake with a thin layer of buttercream.

31

31 Turn your cakes upside down and
cover the bottom of your cakes. Place a
small disc of grease proof paper onto the
cakes to keep the Nutella filling in place.

33

33 Colour fondant a terracotta colour
using Sugarflair Orange, Autumn leaf
and Chestnut brown. Roll out to approx
5mm thickness and cover your cakes.
35

35 Cut a 1cm piece off a kitchen roll
holder and place your upturned cake on
top. This will raise your cake up slightly so
that you can apply the edge of your pot. .

32

32 To achieve a smooth finish dip your
knife into boiling water, dry and then
smooth over your buttercream.

34

34 Use a smoother to achieve a smooth
finish and sharp edges.

36

36 Roll out your remaining terracotta
fondant and cut a thin strip approximately
2.5cm deep.
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37

37 Apply edible glue around the rim of
your pot.

38

38 Wrap the strip around the pot and
gently apply pressure to adhere it. Use a
sharp knife to cut off the excess.

41

42

41 Sprinkle the crushed Oreo biscuits
onto your buttercream and press in
slightly.

42 Use a knife to make a small hole in
which to place your flowers, arrange
them around the plantpot and finish by
adding the leaves

Tip 1 – These cakes are small and can be delicate so using cupcakes
that have stood overnight or have been frozen is advisable.

39
39 Leave your pots to dry overnight if
possible so that they don’t go misshapen
whilst you are handling them. Take your
remaining buttercream and pipe onto the
top of the cakes ensuring it is a domed
shape.

Tip 2 – Leave plenty of time for your flowers and leaves to dry out
to ensure they don’t break when you are trying to arrange them.

40
40 Crumble Oreo biscuits to make the
soil. A good technique is to put inside
a freezer bag, wrap in a towel and bash
with a rolling pin

Many thanks to Tammy Barret of Baker and Maker Cakes
www.facebook.com/BakerMakerCakesCrafts
www.cakedecoratingcoursesstaffordshire.co.uk
WANT TO LEARN HOW TO MAKE AMAZING CAKES LIKE TAMMY?
Tammy Barrett with be joining the team of Online Tutors at
Pretty Witty Cakes this year and filming projects for you to learn.
To become a member of the Pretty Witty Cakes Online Tutorials CLICK HERE.
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NEW COLOURS - OUT NOW!

Pretty Witty Cakes have teamed up with the lovely people over at Sugarflair
to give one lucky winner a set of 10 pots from Sugarflair’s NEW range of pastel colours.
These are the best colours yet with Rose and Kiwi being our absolute favourites.
To WIN these 10 Sugarflair pastels, all you have to do is answer the following question:

How many pastel range Sugarflair colours does Pretty Witty Cakes sell?
A clue? See the website HERE
Send your answer along with your name and address and the subject field “Win Sugarflair” to

magazine@prettywittycakes.co.uk
Closing date for entries 1 July 2014
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Pamela McCaffrey explains how
cakes are ‘Made with Love’?
Interview by Suzi Witt

Pamela McCaffrey,
Made With Love By Me

Edition 4 of the Pretty Witty Cakes Magazine features a stunning
cake by Pamela McCaffrey of Made With Love By Me on the front
cover. I am a huge fan of her work so I got to know here a little
better during an interview for this edition of the Magazine.
Pamela is renowned for her perfectly clean and beautiful style and
I cannot get enough of her work. A bit like looking at pictures in
an art gallery by my favourite artist, I could stand and look at her
cake pictures all day. I think I want to live in her house – it sounds
beautiful! In this interview we reveal a little more about the woman
behind cakes as beautiful as these.
Tell us a little bit about you and your background?
I grew up in Chelsea and Belgravia and I married the love of my life at St
Paul’s, Knightsbridge. Sadly I am now a widow but I have an amazing,
lovely and talented son. I have always loved art and anything creative,
be it sewing, cake decorating, painting, gardening or even upholstery,
I will try my hand at everything! I lived in Austria for a short time and
now live in Hampshire. Currently I am teaching sugarcraft at Fair Cake
in Greenwich, London.
You studied art and design at Central St Martins – one of the best
art schools in the world. When you were a student, what did you
want to be?
I was never really a career person, I particularly enjoyed maths and
history but I just loved art the most and knew that was the way for
me. I was always interested in fashion and interior design and that was
how I started. Without giving my age away I was at Saint Martin’s well
after Mabel Lucie Atwell but before Pierce Brosnan (more’s the pity)!
How did you end up becoming a cake maker?
I have always made birthday cakes for my family and friends and it just
escalated after my son persuaded me to show some of them on Flickr.
I have been amazed and flattered at the response and it has really
spurred me on to try new things. There are so many wonderful cake
makers and decorators out there that one cannot help but be inspired.

Your style is clean and very elegant – do you think this style bias
comes from within or is it something you taught yourself?
I really hope that it comes from within. it is just the aesthetic
that I am drawn to, not just in cakes but in all things. Sometimes
it is harder to know when to leave things out, rather than putting
them in and I find it very satisfying trying to strike that balance.

I imagine your house to be really pretty and modern – is it the
same in design as your cakes or completely different?
Well I wouldn’t say that my home is pretty as such but hopefully
stylish and modern in a timeless way. I like to keep a white, off white
and taupe palette and change the look with accessories of which I
have many - so many so that my son jokes that I need a warehouse
to keep them in! Over the winter I like it cosier and had red and fur
throws and lots of greenery, in the spring and summer I like it pared
down, at the moment I have duck egg blue throws and bowls of
yellow daffodils while they are in season, or sometimes pink tulips always plenty of flowers. The ideal would be to have several homes,
each in a different style! One can always dream!
Do you have a certain style of cakes you prefer to make – such as
floral, fun, novelty?
I prefer to make pretty and elegant cakes (I hope) and I love making
flowers although I am thinking of trying a few more geometric-ish
designs and maybe some bolder colours too. I do admire some of the
wonderful novelty cakes that I see but I am only very rarely tempted
to do one, my Levitating Linguine cake for instance.
What is your favourite cake from your own cakes?
I do love pastel colours, the sugar almond type, pale pink, duck
egg blue and pale greens always look fresh and light and I like that.
If you could only eat one flavour cake for the rest of your life, what
would you choose?
That is difficult because I think that just one would eventually become
too much but chocolate is always difficult to resist!
If you were not a cake maker, what do you think you would be
doing now?
I have so many interests such as painting and interior design to name
but two. There is never enough time to pursue them all and I am
always seeing new things and thinking, “Oh I would like to try that”
so I would be working through some of those as well as gardening
and reading - I am a bit of a book-aholic and have over a thousand
books so I would probably be building more bookcases too!
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If you were stranded on a desert island and you could only have 3
cake tools, what would they be?
It’s difficult to pick just three, maybe a ball tool, smoothers for
those sharp edges and a pair of cranked tweezers for putting
delicate flowers onto cakes when fingers would get in the way.
Do you have any quirky habits when making cakes (like doing things
in a special order)?
Not really, except that I start off being quite tidy and then everything
seems to pile up and I am always saying, “Now where did I put that?”
If you were going to make a cake for a famous celebrity, who would
you choose and why?
First, Marie Antoinette because for a real change I would go to town
and make a truly opulent cake and then the complete opposite would
be for John Lasseter, the head of Pixar, because I would love a chance
to see all the wonderful animation in progress.

Dawn Butler

DinkyDoodle Designs

Equipment Used
• Plastic dowels
• 6” Round cake drum
• Cake cards
• Palette knife
• Black sugarpaste
• White sugarpaste
• Dresden tool
• Viola, Peggy & Betty moulds from
Marvellous moulds
• Edible glue
• Copper Dinkydoodle airbrushing paint
• Duck Egg Blue Dinkydoodle airbrushing
paint
• Sheen and shine edible spary
• Lint free cloth
• Isomalt
• Ice cube tray

What non- cake making things do you do to relax?
Well I’m addicted to the Internet, so that takes up a lot of time,
otherwise, painting - watercolour mainly these days, gardening,
reading, shopping and keeping up with all the new trends - when what
I should be doing is sorting out my wardrobes, cupboards, draws etc,
etc!
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Get it
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CLICK

For many of the items you need
for this tutorial, click here

Dawn Butler from DinkyDoodle Designs by Dawn Butler shows you how to make this amazing Wine
Bottle in this step by step tutorial.
A cake wine bottle isn’t a new cake idea but Dawn has given the idea of a wine cooler bucket and
isomalt bottle a modern twist by adding ornate feet to the bucket, thereby lifting it off the floor,
along with the unique paint finish of stunning Verdigris against the dark grey slate tiled floor. We
love it!
Many thanks to Pamela McCaffrey from Made With Love By Me
http://madewithlovebyme.wordpress.com/

Not only will this cake stop and make you look twice but Dawn will also take you through some
really handy cake tips from carving and ganaching to mastering the increasingly popular isomalt!
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1 Because this bucket is slightly different we need
to prepare the feet first and allow to dry. If this part
of the structure is not secure you run the risk of it
not supporting your cake.

5

I now rub the sponge gently to smooth out
imperfections. Rubbing the sponge, and leaving
the cards in place will ensure you the best possible
shape.

Cut standard plastic dowel into 4 lengths of 4cm
(1.5”) Make 4 equally spaced holes into your 6”
round cake drum the same size as you dowels.
Carefully tap the dowels into the board, but not
all the way though. Using a non- toxic glue drizzle
around the join and allow to dry.
2 When it comes to carving cylinders or spheres
out of cake, I find thin cake cards make perfect
templates.

9
2

5 When I shape novelty cakes, I actually do very
little carving, just one set of cuts at the required
angle, but much more than this and you run the
risk of cutting too much away.

6
6 Fill as you usually would a cake, with your choice
of filling, taking care however to note how you
take the carved sponge apart, as it is vital that it
goes back together in the same order.

Using them allows me to ensure my cake is the right
shape all the way round, and helps me not to take
much cake away, making my cake will still feed all
the intended amount of guests when I’ve finished!
7

3

4

7 To achieve nice smooth results with my sugar
paste ALL of my cakes are then Gannache after
filling. Gannahing is much like crumb coating, and
I apply in 2 layers.
A first coat to seal in the cake, and a second coat
to smooth all areas. Once set I smooth over with
a hot palette knife (that I dip in hot boiling water.)
Once completed, leave to set.

3 & 4 By starting with the bucket upside down ( so largest cake to smallest cake) place the 8” round
card on the surface, followed by an 8” round sponge. Then place a 7” round card directly on top and
make sure it’s centered.
Now carve at an angle keeping the knife parallel with both the top and bottom cake cards . now
place the 7” sponges on top and then the 6” cake card on top of these and cutting the two sponges
together, repeat this process. Finally the 6” sponge should simply sit on top.

8 With a mixture of the black and white sugar
pastes mix several different shades of grey (by
using different ratios of each when doing it). Now
gently need the balls of each colour together, but
not entirely, so that when you roll it out you get
a marbled effect.
Roll out onto your cake board to a thickness of
3-5mm.

8
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9

9 With a knife or sharp scraper mark lines or the
tiles. I have chosen to mark mine on the diagonal,
and they measure approximately 4” square. If you
cant do this free hand, why not use a 4” square
thin cake card.

12

12 Now place the 6” drum board on top of the
covered cake, with its legs upper most. You can use
a small amount of Gannache to secure it, although
the fact that it is supporting the weight of the cake,
and the icing is still soft, should be enough, to keep
it in place.

Using the fatter end of the Dresden tool go over
the tile lines making them thicker, so it looks like
grout lines between the raised tiles.

10
9
10 Then, add texture to the board by putting
gentle Dresden mark across the tiles in random
lines and around the edge of each tile to “rough it
up” I have followed the change in colour lines fro
m the marbling with my Dresden.

13 For the ornate details I’ve used moulds. The
moulds I have chosen are not only excellent
patterns but also of excellent quality, having a
little lip around the edge which acts as a cuter
when you roll on top of it.

13

11

11 Now that the bucket is ready to cover, roll
any left over grey paste together (adding more if
necessary) and roll out to a thickness of 2-3mm
and gently cover the cake. (As you would a normal
round or square cake, remembering this one is a
little taller).

I have mixed half and half leftover grey sugar
paste with gum paste and pressed into the molds
repeatedly until I had enough for both the bottom,
the 4 legs.
Top tip: I have used Viola for the feet. Peggy for the handles and Betty for the edging.
All from Marvellous moulds.

With a cake smoother (or 2 if you prefer) smooth
over the edges, concentrating on the sharp edge
of the base ( currently at the top)

Top tip: Its not essential what colour you cover the bucket in, as Dinkydoodle paints will go
over any surface, masking whatever the base colour may be. So instead of using a nice clean
white, why not use the left overs from our board, this saves on time and wasted sugar paste.

14

14 With the cake still upside down place the
base edging scroll around the cake, and wrap the
smaller mould for the feet around the dowels,
securing both with edible glue
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15

16 With the same 50/50 mix press out 2 Peggy
moulds for the handle mounts, curl these and
support with tissue before allowing to dry. Roll
2 sausages of icing about 2mm in diameter and
shape to make the rings.
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15 Now with a Dresden tool (or wheel tool) score
two parallel lines around the bucket., I have done
mine about 50mm apart, and just above half way
up the cake.

18

18 The wine bottle is made out of isomalt. Which
is actually relatively easy to use. I have made my
own mould for the bottle by following the simple
instructions ( in the “bottle mould” section of this
article) when the mould is ready simply heat your
isomalt in the microwave ( roughly 2mintues per
pack) and when the bubbles subside, pour into
your mold.
16

WARNING: isomalt is EXTREMELY HOT and great
care should be taken when using it. I heat and pour
from a specialist silicone cup that will withstand
the heat and allow me to it pour easily.

Join the two ends together with glue and allow to
dry. Once dry, secure on place on the sides of the
cake with edible glue. You may need to support
the weight whilst gluing with cocktail sticks.

17

You can buy special cups and gloves HERE

17 You can now turn your cake the right way
round. Leaving the larger cake board at the base
(which you’ve been working on up to now) turn
the cake over so that it stands on it legs. Remove
the larger cake board to expose what is now the
top of the cake.
You are now ready to spray the whole cake copper.
When achieving a full colour simply use a turn
table and keep a constant spray going.

BOTTLE MOULD MINI TUTORIAL
1. Making a mould from liquid silicone is relatively easy, provided you prepare the item to be moulded in advance.
Firstly make sure the bottle is clean, grease free and dry. Remove any labels but keep it full with the lid on. For this
project I have used the copy flex and other products from marvellous moulds.
2. Secure the bottle to a clean solid surface (such as a piece of Perspex ) with both anchor- dit and safe -d -clay.
3. The vessel for holding the copy flex in place, around the mold until it dries is a parcel tube. However cardboard
is pursuing, and needs brushing with seal -dit first.
4. Once sealed you can place the tube over the bottle, and ( so that there is an equal space around all edges of the
bottle. And secure in place around the bottom edge with safe -d-clay.
5. When you are completely satisfied that your mould is ready to use, mix equal parts of the cop life compound
(white and orange) until it is completely mixed.

Verdigris is the name given to copper items that have oxidized over time, (making them that beautiful
green in parts). To achieve this effect now give your cake a coat of sheen and shine edible varnish
spray. This seals in the copper, allowing you to rub off the top coat in parts, without taking off the
copper underneath. Once the varnish is dry, spray on the duck egg blue and with a clean damp, lint
free cloth (such as a wet wipe or damp kitchen towel) “rub” gently across the detailed molds and
other areas to remove the paint in parts.

6. Now pour slowly, over the bottle, then tap the perplex board on a surface to make sure that any air bubbles
aren’t trapped in the silicone.
7. Leave now to set, and once set you can tear the parcel tube to expose your mould.
8. With a sharpe knife, cut the mould cleanly in half to remove the bottle. Your mold is now ready for use. When
you are ready to fill with isolmalt, simply secure the mould together with large elastic bands, and slide back into a
new parcel tube.
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19
19 Then slowly tip put the excess isomalt, turning
the bottle as you go to ensure it coats all the sides
of the mould.
Then leave upside down over a bowl to drain until
set.

by Paul White

AKA Paul the Baker

20
20 The ice cubes are made in the same way. I have
simply poured clear isomalt into real ice cube trays
and allowed to cool.

Have you ever wondered what to do with stale bread and cakes?
Well wonder no more! I would like to share one of my favourite recipe ideas with you all!

WARNING: clear isomalt will go cloudy within a day
or so, so only prepare these at the last moment.

Upcycling! Any leftover bread or cakes can be used to create a delicious new dish, the recipe I
would like to share with you today is my fruity bread pudding.

I am using an enriched fruit loaf that I made a few days ago, which is basically my brioche recipe with
some added tea soaked mixed fruit and mixed spice , but any “Sweet” bread or fruit/hot cross buns
can be used buns can be used, even croissants if you are feeling particularly indulgent!

21

21 Now assemble the cake. I have added the
bottle to the center of the bucket, after adding a
pre printed edible image of a wine label (you can
order these online at many stores).
I have also made simple sugar paste grapes,
sprayed with shell and shine spray to make them
shine, and placed the isomalt ice cubes around the
bottle and a couple on the board.
With thanks to Dawn Butler of
Dinkdoodle Designs
http://www.dinkydoodle.co.uk

WANT TO LEARN HOW TO MAKE AMAZING CAKES LIKE DAWN?
Dawn Butler is a regular presenter of Online Tutors at Pretty Witty Cakes
filming projects for you to learn.
To become a member of the Pretty Witty Cakes Online Tutorials CLICK HERE.

You will need
• A fruit loaf, preferably a few days old
(past its peak but still lovely!)
• The zest of half a lemon, or orange if
you prefer
• 3 beaten free range eggs
• A sprinkle of caster sugar
• 600 grams of full fat milk
• A knob of salted butter
• Half a teaspoon of ground nutmeg
• Some jam, I used plum, but any red jam
will be fine, even chocolate spread will
work, just raid the kitchen cupboards!
• Half a teaspoon of vanilla extract
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First generously butter a medium sized oven proof dish.
Then for the custard, put the milk, nutmeg and the vanilla essence into a saucepan and gently warm on
the hob, when warm but not too hot, whisk the three beaten eggs into the milk and very slowly bring
almost to the point of boiling, stirring all of the time and remove the pan from the hob.

Slice the fruit loaf into medium sized
slices, then thinly butter and jam the
slices on one side and layer the slices
butter side up in the oven proof dish,
pour the warm custard over the slices
of fruit loaf and sprinkle a couple of
teaspoons of caster sugar over the
top, and switch your oven on to (180
degrees) while the custard soaks into
the bread (ten to fifteen minutes soak
is all you will need)
When the oven has reached 180
degrees, place the dish into the middle
of the oven, and bake for 35 to 40
minutes (or until golden brown and
the custard has set)

Serve warm with cream.
Enjoy!!!
Many thanks to Paul White AKA Paul
the Baker
www.paulthebaker.co.uk
https://twitter.com/wwwpaulthebaker

WANT TO LEARN HOW TO MAKE BREAD WITH PAUL?
Paul the Baker is a regular presenter of Online Tutors at Pretty Witty Cakes
filming projects for you to learn.
To become a member of the Pretty Witty Cakes Online Tutorials CLICK HERE.
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by Leesa Collins
Alice Cakes

1 Colour fondant into multiple coloured shades
for your pencils and keep each colour in cling
wrap or ziplock bags until using.
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Get it

3

CLICK

2

2 Get your first colour and roll into long snake
thick enough to slide into the barrel of the clay
gun.
4

Tools you’ll need:
• Clay Gun
• Clay Gun pentagon shape
• Paint brush
• Water
• Non-stick baking paper
• Knife
• Scriber (pointy) tool

For many of the items you need
for this tutorial, click here

3 Insert into the clay gun and screw on the top
with the pentagon shaper installed.

5

5 Start to slowly squeeze the fondant out of
the clay gun trying to keep it running straight. It
should slide across the baking paper easily.

4 Lay out a large piece of baking paper.

6

6 Cut your fondant into the lengths you would
like you pencils to be.
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7 Using the same colour fondant as the pencil roll
out tiny pellets which will be used at the pencil tip
(approx. 2mm thick and 1cm in length).
9

9 Use the fleshtone fondant and use just a small
ball.

11
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8 You will need one matching tip for each pencil.
Leave the pencils and tips aside to harden
overnight.

13

14

13 Use scriber to add hole at the end of pencil to
add the pencil coloured tip.

14 Using a tiny dab of water insert the pencil tips
and smooth to ensure the tip of your pencils are
straight.

Leave your pencils to dry

10

10 Roll into a cone shape that will fit the end of
your first pencil.

12

11 Add a small amount of water to the pencil tip.
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12 Gently mould the tip onto the pencil keeping
the cone shape.

Get it

Tools you will need:
Very sharp knife
Wilton Round piping tip #12
Board
Rolling pin

CLICK

For many of the items you need
for this tutorial, click here
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1 Colour your fondant in the lego red, yellow, blue
and green and store in cling wrap or zip lock bags
while not using.
21

3 Get ruler and flatten to a thickness of approx. 1
inch.

23
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2 Roll out first colour into a thick snake about 2
inches thick.

19

20

7 Roll out fondant to approx. 3mm thick.

21

22

22

4 Cut the fondant using your sharp knife and ruler
into strip 1 inch wide.

9 Make enough circles for each of your lego pieces
(4 for each 1 inch square, 6 for the 1.5 inch piece
and 8 for the 2 inch piece).
23

10 You can use the piping tip to lightly mark where
you will stick the circles to your lego block.
24

24

11 Using the paint brush add a small dab of water
to each spot that a circle will be added.

5 Make sure that your knife is very sharp to give
easy nice sharp cuts. The sharper your knife the
better and more realistic your lego blocks will
look.

8 Using the small end of your piping tip cut out
circles and set aside.

6 Now cut into lego pieces that are 1 inch square,
1.5 inches long and 2 inches long and set cut
pieces aside to harden.

12 Lightly pick up each circle and stick on to your
blocks. Take care to not squash and change the
shape or the circles and the blocks.

Many thanks to Leesa Collins of Alice Cakes, http://www.alicecakes.com

WANT TO LEARN HOW TO MAKE AMAZING CAKES LIKE LEESA?
Leesa Collins is a regular presenter of Online Tutors at Pretty Witty Cakes
filming projects for you to learn.
To become a member of the Pretty Witty Cakes Online Tutorials CLICK HERE.
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Online Tutorials News

Online Tutorials News

Who are the Online Tutors at Pretty Witty Cakes?
We are delighted to announce that our team of Online Tutors at Pretty Witty Cakes is
growing. We only select the best here at Pretty Witty Cakes to teach our Online Members
so we thought we would up date you on who has or is filming online tutorials with Pretty
Witty Cakes. We certainly do have some treats in for members this year!!

Are you a top cake maker, or decorator with a particular skill?

We are always looking for new talent at Pretty Witty Cakes. If you are an exceptional baker or cake
maker, send an email with examples of your work to Suzi at cupcakes@prettywittycakes.co.uk

PLUS many more who we cannot tell you about yet BUT they are coming!!
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That’s all for this edition!
Special thanks to Pretty Witty Cakes Online Video Tutors for their contributions:
Suzi Witt, Pretty Witty Cakes
Jo Wheatley, Jo’s Blue Aga
Emma Ball, Richard’s Cakes
Tracey Rothwell, Little Cherry Cake Company
Dawn Butler, Dinky Doodle Designs
Leesa Collins, Alice Cakes
Grace Stevens, Cupcakes By Design
Stephanie Janice, Jolly Scrumptious Cupcakes
Sachiko Windbiel, Mimi Café Union
Valeri Valeriano, Queen of Hearts Couture Cakes
Christina Ong, Queen of Hearts Couture Cakes
Tammy Barrett, Baker and Maker
Paul White, Paul the Baker
May Clee Cadman, Maisie Fantaisie
Amanda MacLeod, Amanda MacLeod Cake Designer

Also special thanks to the following fabulous people:
Pamela McCaffrey
Sam Douglass, Scrumptious Buns
Imogen Davison, Sugar Buttons Cakes
Gonzuela Bastarache
Natasha Collins, Nevie Pie Cakes
Sugarflair Colour Pastes
Sugar Design Cakes
Karen Davies
Patchwork Cutters
Blossom Sugar Art
Gemma, Love Cupcake
Cheri Bakewell
Ella Prichard, Sugarella Cakes
Rose Dummer, Rosie Cake Diva
Kenwood
Cake Lace

Cake Bomb
Little Cupcakes Boxes
Struik Lifestyle
Quadrille Publishing
F & W Media
Melissa Ball, Richard’s Cakes
Sarah Jones, The Chocolate Strawberry
Annabel de Vetten Petersen, Conjurer’s Kitchen
Caroline Parkin, Crumb Cakes
Francesca Pitcher, North Star Cakes
Jennifer de Guzman Rolfe, Jen’s Just Desserts
Rose de Gusman-Warnick, Couture Cakes by Rose
Vicki Smith, Incredible Edibles
Beth Mottershead, Cakes by Beth
Molly Robbins, Molly’s Creative Cakes
Eleanor Abraham, Arty Tarts

And a BIG THANK YOU also to all of you who entered the Pretty Witty Cakes
competition and were featured in our Novelty Gallery

Were you featured in Issue 5 of the
Pretty Witty Cakes Magazine?
If you were then email us to get your badge to use on your
facebook, twitter, pinterest and website.
Email magazine@prettywittycakes.co.uk with the
Subject Field “Badge for me please!”.
Please state in the email which page your feature is on.
That’s all for this edition…
See you next time!

